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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, án j with Firmness in the Right"
"ROY,

Volume XV.

About
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led by 0. A. Million.
Sofano School
by Rev. R. L. Matthews

S. S. Address

Appointment of Committees
12:00
1:30

Dinner
Song Service

.

Duet Mrs. Grace Ogden and Miss Helen Bruce
conducted by Prof. C. J. Pendegraf t
Round Table
Come early, Bring your dinner, Stay all
wire. Don't be a fossil

Harper, Ethel
Johnston, R. B.
Johnston, Mrs. R. B.
Jackson,

day,- -

Be á live

Leonhard, C. F.
Lebert, Henry
Misner, Mrs. M. E.
Misner, Mrs. F. B.
McCarger, Mrs. W.
McMinn, Mrs. Wm.
Meikle, Mrs. A.
Melton, R. J.
Melton, Robert
Patterson, Mrs. Wjo.
Polaskie, T., H.
Smith, Mrs. II.
Smith, Mrs, C. A.
Sersnin, James
Smith, Mrs. M. H.
Thompson, Dr. L. A.
Thompson, Mrs. L. A.
Woods, Mrs. E.Weatherill, Mrs. C.
Woods, J. C.

,

'

,

e.

Dr. A. O. Sale and the
R. K. Alldredge, Roy, N. M.'
Editor attended the Masonic
L. ,M. Wagner, Roy, N. M.
J. M Yates, Pasamonte, N. M.Funeral of the late Sim Brown,
J. M..Yatc3, Pasamonte, N. M.
Preparations
afternoon
Monday
now
are
Springer,
under Mrs.
at
Baby Day at the Roy Union
W.- M. Yates, Pasamonte, N. M.
It was an ideal day for the trip Sunday School, last Sunday was va for the Graduation exercises $2.00 MEMBERSHIPS
andw made it in plenty fast a grand success, 62 babies were of the 8th and 11th grades in the Mr?; Ollie Johnson. Roy, N. M."
l
O
i
Helen Russel Holmes, Roy.N.M.
enough time, in the Dr's- - Ford. enrolbd and diplomas issued to Tl
acnoois. rni
ine young people Mr.
Mrs, Mary Foster,
have
selected
their Invitations,
Mrs. Mary A. Waters,
them and half of them were
Mrs, !. M. Martinez,
Color?- Flowers and ' other
class
babies
Misses Helen Alklrcdge and present. The display of
Mian Ethel Johann,
arrangements and are getting Alfredo Sandoval,
Dan Jenkins 'came down from from a4evv weeks to four years
'
J." floersheim,
for lho class ria's
atwith their mothers and fathers
Springer Saturday evening to
Hugh C. Mitchell,'
Ms.
Mjt. C. L. Justice.
n mnsr nbn.W tnr.lp.m. iolher PWJiram for the bigCVCnt.
tend the community Hall program
Dr.
V.'itmified
Wagner,
II.
J.
Arnott. Paramento, N. M
Super
State
and the dimes following. Many Much credit is due Mrs. Gerturde
T.
KVoharr. N. M.
School)
of
intender.t
consent-has
!
for the su;c(?tj of
Jr.'ier v.'ooJiml, Pasamonte, N. M
friends welcome . them back' to Hcd
ad,-J,
this event and the efiio'er't cd ty. gire
Roy.
A'.'.'
V
f i
dress,
and
ton
de- -j
Rev.
will
Ilea
I.oci-'ímeyer,
,
manner iu which she presented
Bcrihn
i,iann. N.
the program. Rev. Hoaton made livtr the Baccalaureate sermon.
Milb. M. M.
Tl.e first examinations were; JcA.it
the address of the occasion. His
AiUi t' K.
Ail.crt, N. M.
0
happy faculty of always under- held last week and most of the! Ü. v.iiic'.i 1!, jjüYo.'O:'!, N. M.
The meeting called for last standing the situation and saying pupils have reason to believe' Llcrritcrs cf !'oy Chi'pic-- who
a
fe?.
Thur-cíanight drew a good the right thing always in the they will pais on tile first tria!, i'id Sl.dC ene' j.
Aiiku,
f.
all
the others wiil r n .loti b! o l!y At
size crowd and discussion at right place was never more
?.riM
Aljf n?.i.hy, G. 11.
times became somewhat heated, evident than at this time. Much pa.s cn the second,
'
Attíüeio Palto.
There are 13 Sth graders and 5 Areiraíli,
some opposition to the bond good must come of this moveKlli,-'
An:Ierci: J. J,.
issue developed, and some who ment and it "will be carried on Seniors, in the classes.
A;v.!erfri;i, P. K.
wanted water works expressed
The Emergency Agricultural
Ames, Geo. N.
as a permanent branch of S. S.
the belief that it was an inopporVirgil
Class
for the training of boys of Anderson,
Activity.
Boulware, R. W.
tune time to start the movement
the public schools for useful
Branch, Bennie
The discission was frank and
"Bergqvist, G.
farm
work
this
claimis
summer,
The
Red
enter
Cross Chain
Burleson, Mrs. Arthur
openly expressed on both sides
ing the attention of Prof. Russell
Bacharach, Albei t
put
week
on
was
last
tainment
matwill
sifting
on
the
and
result
Breeding, Elyzabeth
and
his.
pupils
present
at
and
Baker, A. J.
ter thoroughly before election by Mrs. Roy, Mrs. Willcox, Mrs. most of the boys of
suitable age
Beard, Barrett
Ogden,
Mrs.
and
This
Justice
day.
Benson, N. L.
are already enrolled.
16
will
week
be
there
hostesses
Following the Water Meeting-Benson, Mrs. N. L.
The
object
of
this
movement is o Boulware, Emma
Citizens Caucus was called to and we are quitting naming all
get town boys out on the farm Boulware, W. C.
of
for
will
now
be
next
them
the
choose candidates for Mayor and
Branch, Tillie,
and make it an object educationBaker, Morris
Trustees cf the Village of Roy to 64 and getting out of our reach.
ally for them to learn many use
Butler, Mrs. Lawrence
be voted on at the regular elecKlunk, Oscar
ful things they so not learn in
Browning, T. S.
Miss Grace Worley went to
tion, April, 2nd,
town amusing themselves all
Brown, Genevieve
It was unanimously decided to Dawson Wednesday 'to attend a summer
Margaret
boys receive the Bursik,
Farm
Bailey, Mary
call it "The Citizen's Ticket" show of unusual merit at the
same credits. for work performed
Browning, Martha
She returned
F. S. Brown was unanimously opera house.
Boulware, E. M.
at
homa A Federal Badge is given
Bowman, Wm.
Thursday,
chosen candidate for Mayor,
those who earn 36 Credits by
A. J.
Burleson,
Lopez,
R.
F.A
J. Floersheim,
Grites, Addie
Mr. and Mrs. Ed, Coleman, of farm work which is useful in fuColdiron, Taylor
Roy, and Al S. Hanson were
Liberty, are the happy parents ture school work.
;
Cole, B. F.
chosen as candidates for Trustees
The primal object is to get Casnus, Juan
bouncing
big
baby
boy,
a
of
last
Crowe, F. II.
under the rule that the four havTuesday. This is their firs and these boys to do useful work in
Cr.rr.pbe'l, Henry
ing the highest number of votes
Christman, J. S.
is really almost as fine as they the time when farm labor is
should be elected. "Also ran"-DChristman, Mrs. J, S.
think he is. The mother was needed and it is a patriotic duty
:
Claik, J: A.
M. D. Gibbs, J. B. Lusk, R.
Davenport, Jesse
, Prof. Russell will tell you the
Miss Loretta Blubaugh.
E. Pendleton, W. H. Willcox.
Davenport, Mrs.
rest and invites all the boys not Davennort,
W. A.
"Casey" White and C. E. Dea- - already enrolled to see him.
Day, Roy R.
Another meeting was called
Jacob
Farmers wanting help should Digness,
Tuesday evening and after dis ton have gone to the Tulsa, Okla
Davis, S. F.
Depew, Mrs. Chas.
cussion, another ticket was nom- Oil Fields with a roll of leases as see Prof. Russell Saturdays.
Deubler, Fred
inated. Prof. Russell presided big as a stovepipe, to make a
Deublcr, Mrs. Fred
at th3 meeting, The ticket nom deal with a developement ComDietterieh, Fan.
Frank Schultz left Wednesday
De Frees, Myra O.
C. L. Justice . for pany there.
They have some for his old heme in Chicago and
inated was
Davis, C. R.
Mayor, Floyd Ivey for clerk, G. very important secret up their will be absent some time.
Day, Willie
Evans, Harry.
Kitchell. Sam Strong, Edgar sleeve which they forgot to tell
Evans, Mrs. Harry
Gilstrap,
will
There
be
us.
no
Joe
with
sales
Floersheim,
Floersheim, Milton
W.J. Snyder recently resigned Farris,
M. M.
"Casey at the bat" until after
from his position at the FloerGunn, P. L.
that
state
to
Morch 26th.
We are directed
Gunn, Mrs. P. L.
sheim Mercantile Co. and has
Gibbs, Meyler
Justice, Floersheim and Ivey,' desecured a position with the big Gibbs, Donald
dairy
L.
C.
cow
best
Justice's
will
cline to be candidates and
store at Dawson, He went Gordon, J. M.
Grunig, Mrs. R.
support the regular ticket at the got into a disc harrow Wednesday Wednesday
to comme.nc work.
Griego, Alcario
night and cut the arteries in her
election.
Gonzales, Casimiro
Bambrel, R. G. .
The question of Bonds remains legs so that he had to kill her.
Grunig, Mrs. Ben
As
usual
had
best
tobe
the
of
it
Mayor,
"F.
threshed
being
Roy
A.
is
and
to
went
issue
an
Gonzales, Geo.
Springer Monday on business.
.
Gonzales, Mrs. Geo.
out very thoroughly on both sides the herd.
Garcia, J. B.
"Vr"!cr. Drniel
S--

Graduation Day

Lopez, R,

-
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Village of Roy-

i.

"..

iv;..

boo.

-.

v.

n,

Ncai,

Jün-hsü,-

Trustees".

::rrv

Vl'ÍVlíl',

Padilla
Sar.dov

B.

Self, Sadie
Schneider, John
Tower, .Sam
Tower, Ceo.
Tower, Raymond ,
Tower, Mrs. Sam
Tower, Mrs. Geo.
Turner, T. A.
Van Horn, II. C.
Woodward, V. M.
Woodward, Mrs. F. M
West, H. M.
Wilson, L. W.
Wilson, Albert
Wilson, Avis
Wilson, Anna Leah
Wéisdorfer, Mrs. M.
Weisdorfer. Mrs. K.

'

M.

A. N.

L.,

'

AlUit,

di:,-- .

.r,r

N. M.

Albert, N. JL

.
. Delfaven,
N. M.
Wilhams, Jack. Ke.arti N. M.
McAlister, J. I! ra.í.arponto, N. M.
Everett, T. L., 1 'a
N. M.
Yagkh, Andy, kephart, K. I.Fletclier, Mrs. F. K.,
Stallard, L. II., Leavenworth, Kas.
Strickler, Carl, Gladstone, Ñ. M.
Yates, J..
D.Havcn, N. M.
Sandoval, Enc: mr.citm,
.Gonzales, Cnnu'.o. Buycros, N. M.
Gallegos, Elisio, Pucycos, N. M.
Chaves, A. F., Allcrt, K. M.
Moore, F. C, Kepliart, N. M.
Traisler, Lawi
Deilaven, N. M.
Harkey, John, Tucumcari, N. M.
Justice, J. M., ''üi'iimc.ui, N. M.
Campbell, L. A Tucumcari, N. M.
Schnell, Henr , Kcnhart, N. M.
Ballard, D. C, Albert, N. M.
Spivy, G. B David, N. M.
Hall, W. O., (P.ad:;tono, N. M.
Mitchell, Lim'a, Albert, N. M.
Ornelas, Gerordtno, Albert, N. M.
Gonzales, Carolina, Albert, N. M.
Gonzales, Emilio, Deilaven, N, M.
Gallegos, D. R., Albert, N. M.
Martinez, J. I'd., Co'mor, N. M.
G.s!I;-l:.r-

'

Russell, Reese
Russell, Colder
Russell, C. Erma
Rusesl, Henrietta
Iíussel, W. L.
Ro, Frank A.
Roy, Marjorie
Rvhne, M. L.
Robertson, J. W.
Reeder, Rocq.
Recaer, Mrs. Rocq.
Scott, J. W.
Sims, R. F.
Snvhold. C.'E.
Strong, Mrs. F. B.
Stone, Henry
Stnne. Mrs, Henry
Sale, Dr. A. 0.
tale, Mrs. A. 0.
Schultz, F. L.
Sandoval, Frutoso
Smith, J. G.
Smith, Mrs. J. G.
Smith, E. C.
Smith, T. A.

I..

iCKLf-ANEOU-

Dr. C.
Mrs. C.

J. E.

:i.

votd-- ,

Russell,-Stephe-

Woodward,

C.

.

P. F.

I'aer

Patton, Anna

Wampler, Lill
Worley, Grace
Warner, Hal. M.
Warner, Mrs. Hal.

y,

nv

Tiii,'ii!o, C. G.
Vigil, F L.

A.
Mrs. A.

Smith, Jack
Smith, H:rry.
Sin-- . her, Mrs. A.

M.

IL

1'.,'
Vi.il. 'i K.
Pendleton, R. A.
R. A.
Pendleton,
Pxtan, S. E.

'

h:
t

lirhiiiimt. Kiiü.a
HflMff, J. A.

lri;S. C. C.
Nuite;-- J. N.
IT:-jJ. N.

Plumlee,
Plumlee,
Russell,

th.

i'rr-ril-

Oi r.c'ns;

i

Ju)

Drij-kill-

Dili-- ..

'S

Pru.icU

.

-

MOSOi'ERO BRANCH
As;igren, Mrs. O.
Driskill. M it. A.
Di'i.M!V.Ui:;s Leola
r.ir..- .1. V..

Ni'li'!, Vr.i.

i

r.

Thomas, Mrs. R.
Upton, AUcs E.
Woodward, Mrs. A. M.

,

"

'

-

Hi-

J.

Smith, Jim

:

-,yc

jvxjii'l-ov.-hi-

"

Mitchell. R. W.
Morrin, A. V. '.
Morri?, MiT. A,
ioo.c, ii. p.
May! t rj, Howard
IvTc'Jrata, lru!;J.id

,

Hyatt, W.;.nepidrn. Mrs.'E.

Hahn, Mrs. J.
Hyatt, Mrs. W. F.
Laiíd, To;n
Lack, Burt
Ladd, Neal
Mackey, Mrs. J.- W.

Mdioncy, J. II.

n-a- c

li'-Lv-

--

Lusk, Mrs. J. B. .
Lucero, Carolina
M effort, Fred
Meffert, Mrs. Frsd
Mitchell, Jce
Maib, Mrs. M. C.
Moore, Mrs. Edith
Moore, Mrs. D. P.
Mitchell, II. C.
Martinez, V. C.

1

j

-

.

Laiimtach, Alfredo
Lucero, Fay
Lewis, Lerov

-

ntoy-aáuatk-

.

.

J. G. S.nith, Sec.

Baby Day

SOLANO MEMBERS
Burton, N. L.
Choate, Sarah
Connor, Mrs.
Cale; Inez R.
Horton, Stella A.
Hughes, Amanda L.
yrfT
,"
Hufches, Mrs. E. H,

n,

Boul-war-

Allice

Jackson, May

.

,

E. D. BARTMES8 Pres.

'"

Hooper, Mrs. C.
Hueston, Mrs. Minnie
Higgins, George
Hueston, Lenora

'

'

Double Quartet Roy School

furlough..

Fluhmann, Clara
Fluhmann, Martha
Farris, Mrs. S. Farris
Felton, J. P.

.

Anthem Roy School
Value of Teachers Training demonstrated by Roy Teachers Training Class

l

Evans, Brooks
Fisher, Mrs. A. B.

'

Report of Schools

Frank Seid-e- came home Saturday from Camp Kearney to visit
his family and friends. Frank
is looking fine and is not displeas
cd with camp life. Hegetsover
$60.00 a month, carries $10,000
life insurance and looks every
inch a soldier in khaki. He has

Epps, Elizabeth
Evane, Elmer
Evans, Mrs. Elmer

.

-

Misses Cora and Feryl Applegate.

Duet

Dennis, Mrs. R. L.
Dunn, Mrs. L. E.
Epps, F. E.
Epps, Mrs. F. E.

,

'

Devotiona Service
Special Music

Number 9

1hi?.

Holder, Leta
The Red Cross has grown to such
proportions in Roy und her Branch
Hern, A. J.
chapteru that many do not realize its
Hoskins, Ben
cope and importance, others are askHoskins, Claud
ing questions which are easy answered
Howie, Eva
by the following report of the ChapHill, Wm.
Hoelz, Elsy B.
ter taken from its records.
Hern, Mary C.
The last monthly report to The
Hanson, A. S.
Mountain Division at Denver shows
Hall, Erma
$483.86 tash in the bank to their credHoskins, A. S.
it. Bills for last month supplies will
Hoskins, Mrs. A, S.
reduce this about ono half.
Holder, Jno.
The expenditures for the past month
.Holder, Mrs. Jno.
were $121.77. Receipts $229.13. The
Hearn, Rev. O. W.
total receipts since organizing are
Hickel, H. E.
$060.03 .and total expenses $369.99 to
Helflin, R. H. " ' .
'
.March Jet. The activities and articles
.
Hand, C. H.
made hiye been reported from time to
Hayes, Mrs., Elizabeth
time. " The following is a complete
Heaton, Rev. W. C.
Roster of officers and members,,There
Hepburn, Mrs. Geo.
may be some errors in copying the
Hanson, Mrs. A. S.
record.1 If any know themselves to
Harris, P. R.
te members and aro not in this list
Holder, Mrs. Fred
they are requested to report to this
Hoskins, C. O.
office or to Mrs. C. L. Justice, dim.
Hoskir.. Mrs. C. 0.
of the. Membership Committee .md
Ivey, F. E.
the lift will be corrected:
, Ivey, Mrs. F. E.
Johnson, J. E. , .
Omceii
Mrs. F. A. Roy, Chairman,
Johnson, IW., Si
Mr. C. L. Justice, Treasurer,
Johnson, Carroll
- Mrs.
Irvin Ogden, Secretary,
James, W. A.
. Mrs. W. H. Willcox, Chm. SupJones, Velter
ply Committee.
Jacobs, W. F.
Mrs. C. L. Justice, Chm. Member- Jackson, Chas. J.
tbip Ctmimittce.
Jackson, Nancy M.
Mrs. C. C. Belknap, Chm. Finance
Johann, Mrs. V.
Committee.
..:
Johnson, Ivan
' Executive Committee Dr. E. P.
Johnson, Wm. G. .
Brown,. Chm., Mrs. E. P. Brown, R. E.
Johnson, Murl
Alldredge, F. A. Roy, C. L. Wcnsell,
Johnson, J. W., Jr.
Mrs. C. L. Wensell, Dr. C. Plumlee,
Jackson, Geo. R.
Irvin Ogden, J. Floersheim, Mrs. J.
Jackson, J. J.
Floersheim, D. M. Valdez, W. H. Guth-maJenkins, S. H.
Doroteo Martinez, R. W.
Kidd, Webb
: Antonio
Chaves, Remigio LoKitchell, G.
pez, Mrs. Henry Mitchell, Mrs. T. E.
Kitchell, Mrs. G.
Mitchell, Mrs. G. R. Abernathy, Mr
Kirby, 0.
.
C. C, Belknap, Mrs. F. S. Brown, Mr
Kerns, Maude
F. S." Brown.
Kidd, C. E.
$3.00 MEMBERSHIPS
Leatherman, Ernest,

PROGRAM-

Sunday School
a.m.
taught by Rev. R. L. Matthews
Bible Class,
taught by Rev. 0. W. Hmn
Young Peoples Class
by Mrs. J. G. Smith .....
taught
Class
Intermediate
taught by Miss Lcora Hall. " V
Primary Class
Male Quartet,

'a.

March

Roy Red Cross Report of Activities
And Roster of Membership

"

in Mexico,
much experience
Texas and Oklahoma Oil Fields
as well as Alaska.

a

Saturday,

New Mexico.

RMora County S.S. Convent'n
Solano, N.M. March 31, '18

Prof. Fayette A. Jones, former
ly of the New Mexico School of
Mines, but recently engaged in
Geological research work Alaska
and was secured to make the
Geological Survey of this Mesa
by the Roy Oil Company, to advise regarding the advisability of
drilling for oil.
He made a very thorough investigation during the five days
spent all over the mesa and made
his report to the Company
Wednesday night The report
is withheld for the present for
business reasons but many members of the Co. express satisfaction with the report. '
Trof. Jones has been identified
with the developement of New
Mexico as an expert Geologist
for many year3 and has had

14-da- y

Mora County.

71-- ,

Wti-us.N'.-

'

The Junior Fed Cross of tho Rov
school will have a report to make soon
which will be nade separately.
The Cbi'.pier is working hard to do
their share in the regular work of the
Red Cross. There are many member:;
who are unable to attend the regular
meetings at the Community Hall and
assist with tho making of garments,
handar.es, etc.. but who are working
faithfully at home. Still less than
half the membership are doing their
best for the cause.'
May Cth a new drive for $100,000,- will be started. At that time
or before if you like, you can donate
n money to the Chapter or its branch
es to make up for what you cannot
give in service.
000.00

The officers have worked hard, and
conscientiously
for this cause, the
foregoing report tells how successful
they have been, and this is their only
answer to- criticism or scandal con
cerning the Chapter and its conduct.
-

-

.

,

.

Haines, P. C.

"

M;

MILLS BRANCH
Abergast, Mrs. 0.
Ansley, Mrs. S.

Bixby, Mrá. V. E.
Belknap, G.' R.

Baker, Mrs. J.
Brockman, W. L.
Pcrcr.t?:, Alex.
Dunn, Lehrcec

The records are kept in a modern
set of books provided by the Denver
office and are Standard with all chan
ters. Monthly reports are audited and
O. K'd by the Denver Office and no
bank or Postoflice is more strictly su- -'
pervised than are the accounts of the
Roy Chapter A. R. C.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

Ian epitome of
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROQRE88 OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

WAV:
'

MP"

VA
'

'

'(-
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Ml

VIt

MÍ
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V
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FROM ALL SOURCES

e:

r.

8AYING3,

'V

'

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE
HOPES

ME NTS, SUFFERINGS,

,

"

t

AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

"'ill

WtaUra Newipiper Union Newt SerrlCt.

Dillon succeeds Redmond as leader
of Irish Nationalists.
China warns Dolahevlkl not to in
vade Chinese territory.
Movements of Secretary Baker In
France are carefully watched.
The Deutsche Tages Zeltung of Ber
lin prints a Vienna dispatch to the ef
fect, that the Rumanian oil fields will
be ceded territory to Hungary.
A aon was born In London to Lady
Haig, wife of Field Marshal Sir Doug
of the
las Hals, commander-in-chie- f
emedltlonarv force In France and

Flanders.
A number of American and British
citizens, sailing from Finland on a
neutral vessel, were captured by Germans, according to dispatches re
ceived

at

Stockholm.
Four groups of German gas project
ors, in addition to the group of 200

PERVOUS
BREAKDOWN
Mm Kelly Tells How Lydia
fc.

Pinkham Vegetable
Compound Restored
Her Health.

j

Newark. N. J. "For ahnnt tV
years I suffered from nervous break-uuwn ana got so
weak I could hardly
tand, and had headaches every day. I
tried everything I
could think of and
was under a phy.
eician's care for two
jreart. A girl friend
had used Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vera.
table Compound and
ahe told mo about
It From the first
day I took Itl began
to feel better anil
now I am well and
t
'.LIia 10. ao
most but
kind of work. I
have been recom-tnendln- ir
th f!nm.
pound ever since and give you my permission to publish this letter."-M- isa
Vu KELLY, 476 So. 14th St, Newark,

im

projectors already reported destroyed
ABOUT THE WAR
been discovered and likewise
have
For the third time in as many weeks blown
to pieces by the American ar
eighteen merchantmen have been detlllery.
stroyed through mine or submarine.
The mysterious movement of troops
British aviators have dropped ft ton
..i'0 W.l.rn N.w.pntMtr Union
by
Governor Chang Soulin of Mukden
of bombs on the town of Coblenz, cap1 Screened behind the ruin, this French ammunition train U conveying
province, coupled with the reported
food.fur the guns that are driving
of
ital
Rhine
of
province
the
Prussia.
the Germán from France. 2 German prisoners In a French concentration camp, captured in a raid; many of
desire of President
More than 100 names were con
thera are mere youths, poorly clad, showing the dire straights in which Germany finds herself. 8 Portable Anier-lea- n
to resign, is causing speculation in
the
cabled
tained
casualty
in
the
list
sawmill In a forest on the Alsace border; this camp follows the troops, providing the lumber
Peking.
that is needed
War Department March 15 by General
Twenty-sipersons are missing In
Pershing.
consequence
of
a collision between a
Not merely has the Dobrudja been tnk
my who wages the same war against
The Austrlans report that Italian
N. J.
en from Roumanla, but Berlin and VI
women and children as ngalnst sol positions on Mount Pasubio on the naval vessel and the British steam
REVIEW OF
The reason this famous root inA hrk
ship
have
Survivors
been
Rathmore.
enna, who have expressed themselves diere. Aerial rulds on towns, which mountainous section of the Italian bat
remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
landed at Kingstown, Ireland, by de Compound, waa 10 successful in Misa
piously as opposed to annexations, are ore counterpart of the pitiless subnui
tle lino have been blown up.
Kelly's case was because it went tn
stroyers.
now Insisting upon a rectification of rlne war and the attack against Auierl
of
west
Champagne
region
In
the
THE
WEEK frontier that will give to Austria all can rights, are the very explanation of Monte Carnillet the French have re- Twenty thousand casualties have re root of her trouble, restored her toth.a
normal healthy condition and ai a reaul t
the strategic mountain pusses and the reason why America entered the gained trenches which the Germans suited from the civil war which has her
nervousness disappeared.
dominating heights, Including the Iron war. We are sending our soldiers to had occupied since March 1.
broken out In Turkestan between the
Gates of the Danube, along the west Europe to fight until the world Is de
Canadian troops In the region of soviets and the natives, according to
livered from these horrors."
German Occupation of Odessa In ern frontier of Roumanla.
Lens again have attacked enemy dispatches received at Petrograd,
This Is precisely what Austria did
trenches with success and taken pris- Fierce battles are being fought.
creases Teutonic' Menace
to Italy when the boundnry line was
As ft result of the German landing
While no official announcement has oners, according to the British official
delimited by treaty, and the fact that been made, the general
at Hangoe, the southernmost tip of
in East.
Impression communication.
Austria controlled every vantage point prevails that new plans of the Amerl
American troops east of Lunevllle Finland, American Consul Haines and
along the Isonzo and In the Alps when can war department
call for the dls again raided German positions, and twenty Americans have fled from Hel
Soap 2Sc Ointment 25c 50c
the war began Immeasurably added to patch of American troops to France
party
German singfors to Bjornebor, where they are
another
entered
NEW ROAD TO INDIA OPENED the difficulties of Cadorna's campaign
much more rapidly thnn was proposed trenches along the Toul and, unaided, clamoring for United States Minister
ing.
Lost Opportunity.
In the enrller plans. The Indications
Morris to send a ship for rescue.
drove the enemy back.
"What's the matter, Henpeek, you
Berlin Is determined that Roumanla
nre that nn effort will be made to
Congress of Soviets,
The
The Verdun offensive of the Ger
shall be placed In a helpless position at bring the American
look as If you had not slept lust
expeditionary
President Wilton, In Message to Rui
mans, In which they failed utterly to meeting at Moscow, by a vote of 453 night?"
the
of Austria, covered by
feet
force up to a strength of approximateslan Soviets, Issues Defl to Kaiser
to
30, decided to ratify the peace trea
guns and rendered forever In ly 1,000,000 men by the middle of the break the French line, has been esti
'Oh, I slept soundly, but I awoke
ty with the central powers. M. RyaAmerican Troops In Many
too soon.
capable of acting otherwise than the summer, instead of 500,000 men ns mated In- conservative quarters as hav
I had a splendid dream,
a
zenov,
costIng
600,000
prominent
them
Bolshevik
like
something
theorist, and I had my fist drawn back to biff
Raids.
central powers approve.
was contemplated by the original plans
men.
and representatives of all the profes Marie on
the nose and then I awoke.
of the war department The dispatch
American and French soldiers, oper slonal unions, resigned from the Bol I fchall never get another such opporAnnouncement that German troops
Intense aerial activity on the part of many National army units Is expect
party
shevik
after the vote.
have occupied Odessa Is one of the of both the entente allies and the ed soon, In accordance with the plan atlng together In Lorraine have con
tunity."
One American woman was killed and
most significant of recent develop Teutonic forces has developed. Sixty that has been adopted of forming an ducted successful raids on wldely-sep- ments. This action by Germany, In German airplanes took part In a raid army corps out of two divisions of the arated sectors, demolishing German an American man and woman were
Red Cross Bai Blue, much better. na
spite of the conclusion of the
on Paris, which resulted In heavy cas regular army, two divisions of the Na trenches at three points to the width wounded in Monday's Hun air raid farther than liquid blue. Get from any
peace with Russia, was expected ul ualties, final figures showing at least tional Guard and two divisions of
over Paris. Miss Winga Caroline Mar grocer. Adv.
the of 100 meters and depth of 300 meters
100 persons to have been killed and National army. As many
tin, 32, of Rockvllle Center, L. I., was
timately, but it came somewhat as
eleven-milAttacking
over
an
front
units of the
surprise because of the fact that little 79 wounded. Among the dead was an National Guard are already overseas on the coastal sector in Palestine, one of six killed In a hospital struck OLD MAN FORGETS CHIVALRY
had been heard of the Germans and American woman," Miss Wlnga Caro with the larger number of regular army East Anglian, South Anglian and In' by a bomb. She was a Young Wom
lina Martin, who was a T. M. C. A, divisions, It Is expected that the move dlan troops have advanced to an aver- an s Christian Association
Austrlans In that region.
canteen Good Old Brother Wacfc Most Ungal- The occupation of Odessa, the great canteen worker. Miss Martin was one ment of several divisions of the Na age depth of three miles, according to worker. Mrs. W. B. Phillips and a
lantly Puts Women In the Same
est Russian port on the Black sea, Is of six persons killed In a hospital tional army will follow soon.
an official statement issued by the Mr. Salzer were wounded. The total
Class as the Mule.
of the greatest Importance for several which was struck by a bomb. Among
casualties were 100 killed and seventy- That the movement of troops will London War Office.
reasons. First, it gives the Germans those killed were a large number of be more rapid than was at first be
"No, sah !" replied Brother Wack to
In the east the Germans now hold nine wounded.
control of the center of a great agrl- women and children who were crushed lieved possible is indicated by the an
the expostulation of good old Parson
Odessa, the great Russian seaport on SPORT
to
death In a panic at the entrance nouncement of the war department
cultural section, the product of which
"It's plumb onposslble to
Three filers were killed and four in Bngster.
are desired to feed the hungry peoples to a subway station where hundreds that the second draft, which will be the Black sea, which probably will be
as
jured
used
In
an
either
the base for
at Texas aviation fields, accord modulate a mule wldout cussin' him.
or the central empires.
sought refuge from the enemy bombs. made as soon as needed legislation
It kaln't be did. Long's I cusses dls
vasion of India by way of Persia or ing to reports from Dallas.
However, while the Huns were boast
With Odessa safely in their hands,
can be secured from congress, will call as the
of
grain
shipments
terminal
The first trap shoot of the year on varmint reg'lur and satrates hlra wld
the Teutons will have access to vast ing of this most "successful" raid, the out approximately 800,000 men. Only
stores of wheat which can be trans airmen of the allies were not Idle, the rapid movement of many divisions from Russia to the Central empires,
the registered program for Colorado a club 'casionally he dess lops his ears
During the first ten days of March, will be held at the Lakewood Country for'ards and trudges right along wld
ported overland or by sea to points British aviators Invaded Germany, now In cantonments In this country
de plow.
But de minute I draps de
In
addition to a vast amount of recon- - Club In Denver on March 24.
where It can be readily shipped into making a daylight raid on Coblentz, could make room for this large num
club and 'dresses him In-- confectionery
one of the Important railroad centers ber of new draft men. In this connec noitering and photographing, the
Austria and Germany.
The White Sox flag is adorned with Iunguage he turns his head and sneers
But the captnre of Odessa will mean In western Germany, the seat of big tion It Is predicted abroad that Gen Britishers destroyed thirty-nin- e
Ger eight service stars with the announce
something more an advance over the military barracks and extensive mu eral Pershing's men will be holding man aeroplanes and brought down ment that three more of Comiskey's at me. Dar ain't no gratitude In him.
He thinks he's got me bluffed.
route to Persia and Afghanistan, and nltlons works. A ton of high explo
100 miles of front by the closing days forty others out of control, despite recruits have gone to work for Uncle
"A mule, sah, am right smahthy like
possibly India, which Is to be followed sives was dropped on the city, starting of 1918, a longer
the
fact that the first two or three Sam.
front than was held
ooman.
a
Honey round her and buy
now that the British have severed the nres. In many sections. This was the by the
British armies two years after days of the month were so stormy
Jess Willard, heavyweight pugilistic her fine clothes and mouffle 0' gold
famous Berlin and Bagdad route to the third daylight raid on the enemy coun the war began.
that aerial activity was virtually im champion, and
Fred Fulton of Roches teef, and sh'U walk all over yo
try in a period of four days.
East.
possible.
Against this great total, ter,
Minn., aspirant to the title, will
for mo.
But slap her flat
The passing of Odessa Into German
Behind the lines In Flanders and
Americans at home continue to be fifteen British machines are reported meet in the ring July 4. Col. J. C. when she needs It and talk to her loud
control will make possible the comFranca the British aviators are also electrified by reports of the exploits missing.
Miller of Oklahoma, promoter, an and coa'se, and she's as soople as an
pletion of the German military line maintaining the effective work they of Pershing's troops In
the sectors WESTERN
nounced at Kansas Cltv. Colonel angle.
Keep a mule and a 'ooman
across Russia from the Baltic at have been doing lately. The territory which are now held by
the Americans,
Frederick Ayer, millionaire medicine Miller said that Fulton had been guar- - thankful for what yo don't do to 'em,
Narva C81 miles from Petrograd) to from Lille south to Cambral has been Successful raids have been made re
the Black sea. It gives the Germans sown with bombs, railroad sidings and peatedly by the American troops while manufacturer and financier of Boston, anteea 20,000 and that there would and yo' got 'em gwlne, every time."
control not only of the resources of ammunition dumps In the region of the American artillery hns won many Mass., died at Thomasville, Ga. Ha be a side bet of $5,000. The principals Kansas City Star.
win meet at an unnamed place April 1
the Ukraine, but of the bulk of Rus- Maubeuge, Valenciennes, Dounl and duels with the big guns of the enemy. was 96 years old.
Never Falla.
At Austin, Texas, a bill to give wom to sign articles, Colonel Miller an
sia's grain stores and of the vast ex- Cambria being attacked.
One raid on the new United States
nounced.
"The hostess said the affair was toport trade of Russia's southern provThe enemy Is getting all the worst front In Lorraine was declared to be en the right to vote in primary elec
'
be strictly Informal." "That makes the
inces.
of the air fighting, and his apparent the most successful encounter In which tions and nominating conventions was GENERAL
girls dress up all right."
Control of this territory opens a Inability to check the British flyers or American soldiers have engaged dur- passed by the House 84 to 34.
Farmhouses, barns and orchards
route for a German land drive Into to take the Initiative himself In this ing the war. In this raid. Infantry
Former United States Senator Isaac were wrecked and many head of catHot Water.
the far East, by way of Batum, In Important sphere rather discounts his units penetrated the enemy lines to a Stephenson died at Marinette, Wis. tle were killed when cyclones sweüt
Mr. Brown Is always getting Into
a
(which was taken loud boasts of readiness for a great depth of between 400 and 000 yards at Senator Stephenson had been ill at mrougn tne country near Adrian,
hot water." "Yes. He is so
from Russia at
and giv- offensive. It Is to be doubted If he some points. The raid followed a bom- his homo here a week, due to his age, Mien., and Napoleon. Ohio.
I suppose It Is a kind of relief."
en to Turkey), Baku, across the can venture any large-scal- e
by
guns
offensive
American
bardment
Aubrey Keif, formerly a Pueblo,
which
Archibald Roosevelt, a son of Theo
Caspian sea to Krasnovodsk, In Turkewhile the overhead fields of battles ore lasted four hours and which wrecked Colo., newspaper man, now stationed dore Roosevelt,, has been
wounded in
stan, and through Merv to the border so thoroughly controlled by his op- the enemy's front trenches and barbed In the aviation section at Fort Worth, actton with the
American forces in
of Afghanistan, thus threatening the ponents.
wire entanglements.
hospital
Three successive Tex., is in a
there. as a result France.
t
Indian empire.
raids at different points on this sector of becoming lost while driving his aeruen. Tneodore S. Peck, president of
Another route is through Teheran,
Announcement
that Secretary of nil proved hlshly successful, the Amer oplane.
the Society of the Army of the Poto
Jpj Tft.
tt
I
across central Persia to Ispahan and War Baker had landed In France gave icans capturing a number of prisoners
f mat
11
mac, died at his residence at Burling
thence to Shlraz, to the Indian fron- rise to all sorts of speculation as to and returning to their own trenches WASHINGTON
ton, Vt.
Cwwl Ctmf
r
Congress may take a
ffi'iffiMLT'
tier, spelling equal menace to Brit- the real purpose of his trip. At Washwith small casualties. In a raid on
I
ain's far Eastern possessions.
ington the official announcement was the Toul sector, the American soldiers recess" to sell Liberty bonds.
lanugo ui iiiiQuis are ioia in a
Henry Ford's submarine chasers statement- Issued by Governor Low
mnde that the secretary's visit to penetrated the German trenches to a
The carrying out by the Teutonic France Is for purely military purposes depth of 300 yards. After some
will be known as "Eagles," and will den, that they can do a real war serv
powers of their plans for conquest In
nd has no diplomatic significance. At
fighting In which a number of constitute the "Eagle class" of boats. ice by raising poultry.
the East brought from President Wil- the same time the view was expressed the enemy were killed and wounded,
Nine hundred cases of eses from
A 15 per cent increase In rates was
son a move which was declared to he In some quarters that Mr. Baker's trip the raiders returned to their lines with granted by the Interstate commerce China were received at Ogdensburg,
one of the boldest made by any gov might have some connection with the much material and Information, al commission to the Canadian railways N. Y., They were consigned
from
A Conserving Food
ernment since the war began. This views of American commanders that though they captured no prisoners. It running into the United States.
Shanghai to New York.
In
was
was
action
the form of a message the allies should undertake a deterreported that every American who
Mra. Blanca de Saulles,, recently ac
President Wilson called on all Amer
dispatched to the Russian congress of mined offensive on the west front this left the front line on this raid re
The recognized value
boys of 16 years and over, not quitted In New York of the murder
ican
soviets In session at Moscow. In this year Instead of remaining on the de- turned.
of
of
her
husband,
L.
John
de
permanently
employed,
to
Saulles, is
enroll In the
message President Wilson pledged the fensive and awaiting the expected ofThe American troops In the Toul
now residing in Japan.
power of the United States to secure fensive of the German forces. The tre- sector have been subjected to a terrific United States boys' working reserve.
An amendment to the state consti
The House passed the daylight bill,
a free Russia. He declared that the mendous growth of the American exartillery fire, the German apparently
Grape-Nut- s
United States "will avail Itself of ev- peditionary forces recently, with the having concentrated strong forces of and under its terms all clocks will be tution conferring suffrage on woman
was
one
In
set
lost
the
on
forward
Senate
hour
March
at Jackson
31.
ery opportunity to secure for Russia promise that American troops will be artillery on this sector. It was reonce more complete sovereignty and Inready to take part In a general offen- ported that In some places the bom and the new time, will prevail until Miss., on a tie vote, 21 to 21.
as a "saving" food for
dependence In her own affairs and full sive this year, Is expected to give the bardment reduced
One hundred and sixty-sithe first line Oct. 27.
saloons
these serious times, rests
restoration to her great role In the views of the American high command trenches to ruins but the Americans
A world-wid- e
famine is in sight un were closed In St. Louis county, Minn
life of Europe and the modern world." great weight with the allied command- nt those points continued to hold their less the farmers of this country are at 12 o'clock Thursday night. Bar
upon real merit.
President Wilson's message was re- ers. Secretary Baker has announced positions In shell craters. Thp Ameri- given relief, Henry C. Wallace of Des tenders worked frantically until the
Inexpects
a
he
to
thorough
garded as a second declaration of war that
make
can artillery also has been active on Moines, Iowa, told the Senate agricul- stroke of 12 and disposed of all ntnnira
.Unlike the ordinary
a declaration of war on the German spection of all the American forces nil aectnrs held by Pershing's men, tural committee.
Duluth has been dry since July, 1917. '
cereal Grape-Nu- ts
regovernment until It Is compelled to abroad and to hold Important confer- bombarding towns and roads In the
The food administration has sue- Every preparation ia being made
relinquish Its hold on Russia. The ences with American military com- rear of the German lines.
quires
little
sugar,
no
gested
to
bakers that a combination of
by Liberty Loan campaigners to get
president proposed, In effect, that the manders. It Is known that he has been
milk or cream, and rewneat substitutes Instead of a sinA
United States and Its allies shall fight eager for seVeral months to tulk over - The first permanent advance of the 15,000,000 subscribers to the third substitute
be used In Victory bread.
quires no cooking or
until Russia regains unimpaired sov- with General Pershing the many prob- American troops was made on the loan. Subscriptions to the second
rormai notice of the transfer of thP
Lunevllle sector, where Pershing's men loan now are estimated at about
other preparation in
lems that have arisen In connection
ereignty and Independence. The mesRight. Rev. Charles J. O'Reilly, bishop
occupied enemy trenches which they
sage was also regarded as a direct re- with the war plans.
and to the first loan about
serving.
ma
uregon
eastern
Catholic
ply to the recent address on peace
Secretary Baker arrived In Paris had forced the Germans to abandon
Sixteen million buttons for cese, to be bishop of the Lincoln, dio
Neb.
by
through
terms made
recent raids and heavy artil- subscribers have been ordered for the
Count von Hertllng, the just In time to witness the pretentious
A trial is well worth
diocese, was received at Baker, Ore. '
German chancellor.
air raid by German airplanes on the lery fire. The trenches were consoli- third loan.
Twenty-fou- r
hours of continuous
while for those who
Hi
French capital. In an Interview given dated with our own, enabling the AmerAmerican troops that repulsed the rainfall boomed all streams In south
Reports from Jassy tell how the Im- out In Paris after the raid, Mr. Baker icans and French to operate from highsincerely desire to save.
perialistic spirit of the central em- said: "It was my first experience of er ground than before. Attempts made German raid on March 5 were from central West Virginia, including the
Forty-seconor
Rainbow,
Kanawha
and
Elk
division,
Rivers,
the
which over- pires Is showing itself In growing de- the actualities of war and a revelation by the Germans to retake the position
"There'i a Reason"
which la made up of National guards- flowed. It is the worst flood sin
mands for concessions by Roumnnla. of the methods Inaugurated by an ene were repulsed.
1861.
men, General Pershing reported.
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Henres All Unstrung?

AMERI

troubled with neuralgia, rheumatic
paina and backache would find relief
through a good kidney remedy. It you
have nervoua attacks, with headaches,
pella and aharp,
diuy
backaches,
Kidney
hooting paina, try Doan
Pilla. They .have brought quick benebt
in thousands of tuca, caaes.

nd nervs paini often
Nervouanes
come from weak kidneys. Many a per-towho worries over trifles and w

The War Lord Salutes the Field
Marshall.
d
Such is the striking title to a
pa
agricultural
an
In
cartoon
per, showing the War Lord In salute
to the farmer. The meaning of It is
well-time-

Not Strictly Ethical,

A Colorado Guie

Perhaps, but He Got Results

WHEELER, MACON, GA. A company of negro soldiers, called to the
army from south Georgia cotton fields, failed to grasp the technical military terms of the drlllmaster after several days' discouraging worlc
on the parade grounds, so into the
breach sprang Sergt. Thomas Washington Jefferson, aspirant for an officer's commission.
"Gimme yo eyes, gimme yo eyes.
All along de Une dar, glimne yo eyes !"
His voice pierced the chill air with
keen-cu- t
In a flash the
vibrations.
250 darkles were alive to what was
expected of them. A smile swept up
ind down the lines, then quickly
melted Into a look of stern Immobility.
They had come to Immediate atten
tion. None moved a muscle. Not an eyelash twitched; not a root smneu.
fhey appeared like soldiers of long experience, accustomed to rigid discipline.
"Now all along de line dar, lift dem guns, lift dem guns," Sergt. T. W. J.
threw his hand forward in another convincing half semicircle and snapped nis
fingers again and again.
Instantly every one of the Georgia cotton field patriots snnuiaerea
and eagerly awaited the next command. They were an ambitious lot; tney
were anxious to do their best for Uncle Sam.
"Now pint 'em I Make ready! Let 'em gol All along.de line, dar. let era

' Mrs.
1013

air. '
PUMP FOR SPRAYING.

DOUBLE-ACTIO-

come Into extensive use for the home
orchard or fruit garden. With a good
barrel pump considerable spraying may
be done In satisfactory manner. The
working parts sf the pump should be
per, heavy tin, or other material, and of bronze, 'brass, or other noncorroslve
usually have a capacity of one quart material, and the valves and plungBucket Pumpa,
ers should be readily accessible, and
Bucket pumps are fairly convenient easily repaired. The pump should be
and satisfactory for spraying small provided with an efficient agitator,
gardens and shrubs or small trees. either of the paddle or rotary type. To
They should be of brass or other
Insure a good pressure and uniform
metal and preferably should discharge of the spray material the
be equipped with an agitator. In some pump should be provided with an adepumps agitation Is provided by means quate air chamber, to which a press
of a small Jet of the liquid which ure gauge may be attached it aesirea
squirts from the bottom of the pump The pump may be mounted either on
Into the liquid as the pump Is oper- the head or side of the barrel, and the
ated. For convenience In spraying, whole outfit placed on skids or on
these pumps may be clamped to the wagon. On hilly land it Is preferable
bucket, or used free In a tub or other to have the barrel In a horizontal po
vessel containing the spray material. sition.
They should be supplied with a spray
Double-Actio- n
Hand Pumps.
rod. and sufficient hose to spray condouble-actiohand pumps usu
The
veniently the plants to be treated.
ally are employed In connection with
Knapsack Pump.
spray tanks of greater capacity than
A knapsack pump may be used for
half- barrel, as the 150 or
a
These
smnll spraying operations.
of the wagon
place
In
used
tank
round
pumps have a capacity of about four
bed. The pump, which may be either
gallons and are provided witn an air
or horizontal, is fastened to a
chamber to Insure pressure and a vertical
placed on top of
steady snray. They are carried on the small platform, and
on a platform at the hind
or
tank
the
by
pumped
and
operator
back of the
wagon. A suction hose ex
end
one hand, while the other Is used to tpndsof the
snray tank. A barrel
Into
the
hold the spray rod.
hoeshead may be used,
nr
Pumps.
Compretsed-AIr
Small
however, and placed at one end of
Compressed air pumps are frequentwagon bed or platform, thus leavly used In small fruit gardens, and are the
ing plenty of room for the pump and
knapsack
or
bucket
the
to
preferred
operator. When properly used these
pumps by those who do not wish to
double-cylindpumps
double-actinpump while applying the spray. These
two leads
pressure
for
adequate
furnish
pumps are usually made of brass or
single or double nozgalvanized sheet steel and have a ca- of hose, and for
an outfit Intermefurnish
They
zles.
They
pacity of three to four gallons.
between
capacity
and
xost
In
diate
are carried by means of a shoulder
pump and the gasoline or
barrel
the
agitation
types,
better
strap. In the
power sprayer. A common deis provided, usually by the entrance other
Is
lack of adequate facilities for
fect
of the air at the bottom of the tank.
agitation, although tanks are available
Barrel Pumps.
outfit has a In which this deficiency is correcieu
The barrel hand-pumto some extent
rapacity of about 50 gallons, and has

(Prepared by tha United State Depart- -'
inant of Agriculture.)
For cpraylng a few planta or Tery
small trees hand atomizers may be
used. These are made of brass, cop-
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SOME SOIL "TOBACCO
Disease-Resistin-

SICK"

Varieties Belnfl
by Specialists of Depart-

g

ment of Agriculture.

rrepare4 by the United States Depart

ment OI AgTlcuuuio.l
Because some soils In the Connecticut valley have become "tobacco sick,"
which has resulted In heavy losses to
artnhacco growers, particularly where
growing
for
used
are
tificial shades
wrapper" leaf, specialists of the United

States department of agriculture have
been

at

work developing

disease-resist-li-

varieties.
It has also been shown that the use
manf fertilizer or acid reaction will
terially reduce' the Injury caused by
the disease. Proper rotation wherever practicable also appears to be
In Maryland,
an effective remedy.
where a similar or Identical disease Is
s
giving much trouble,.the native
been
have
susceptible
which are
crossed with foreign resistant strains,
with a view to obtaining resistant
types adapted to local requirements.
secIn Wisconsin hnd In the Burley
tion, of Kentucky progress .has, been
rot
made in the control of tobacco root
through the development of resistant
The disease causes, heavy
varieties.
damage In these regions every year
espeand ordinary Burley tobneco Is
In fields,' where the
cially susceptible.
completely,
native Burleys have failed
'
have
strains
resistant
some of the
given surprisingly good results.
varl-?tie-
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IMPORTANT WORK IN GARDEN
Not Only
Cultivating
Calls for Talent and Interest,
but Gives Vigor.

Pi.ntlno

and

Gardening is pleasant as well as
profitable work. Who does not enjoy
working mellow, friable soil, planting
the little seeds and cultivating the
promising plants? Such work calls
for talent and interest, but It gives
No work is
vigor and Inspiration.
more important in farming.

REDUCE DECAY

IN

SHIPPING

Loss of Celery and Lettuce While In
Transit Can Be Avoided by
Careful Handling.
(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment Ol AK"i;uit-W- '
Careful handling and the precoollng
of lettuce and celery before making
shipments' will greatly reduce the
losses that are often sustained wnne
these perishables are In transit. This
information, which specialists of the
United ' States department of agriculture gathered In a recent Investigation
conducted In Florida, should be of Interest to all truck growers, but particularly to growers and shippers of
celery and lettuce In the Gulf states.
Decay in lettuce In transit Is due
largely to "lettuce drop,", the specialists found, a disease which appears to
enter, the head mainly through the lower leaves. Carefully removing the dis-

eased leaves before shipment and precoollng the lettucejn cars at the shipping point to a temperature of about
40 degrees F enables the lettuce to
reach its destination In almost perfect
condition and to hold up much better
on the .market than lettuce handled In
the usual way.

Precooled celery,wlth Initial Icing
only, the tests showed, arrived on the
market In a uniformly fresh condition,
with the leaves on the top tier nearly as green 'as those on the bottom.
Celery that was not precooled shipped

under standard or full refrigeration
showed very yellow leaves on the top
tier, which greatly discounted the
value of the entire shipment ' The
cost of precoollng and of the first
Icing of a car of celery was less than
the usual charge for full refrigeration.
Celery often is Injured In transit, the
specialists say, because with tight
loads it Is Impossible to secure sufficient free air circulation and rapid
cooling.
Smaller crates properly
spaced and braced with provision of
floor racks to facilitate air circulation
would help to Insure more uniform
and rapid cooling.
STORAGE OF SWEET

CLEAN QUARTERS FOR FOWLS

POTATO

of Department of Agriculture
Specialists Saved Farmers
$3,000,000 Last Year.

by active,
Hen fruit produced
healthy fowls, possess a quality and
flavor Decullarly its own. Clean quar
Egg&
ters are of enunl Importance.
t re more or less contaminated by bad
odors and unsanitary surroundings.

To reduce the losses resulting from
Imnroner handling and storage of
sweet potatoes, department of agricul

ture specialists were last year placed
in the regions of large production, and
their work. It is estimated, already
has resulted in a saving of $3,000,000.

The rifle butts were pressed against the shoulders, aim was lanen uu
triggers snapped. The darkles worked In periect unison.
"Drap dem guns, nil along de line dar, drap uem guns i xnen n
arms" had been properly executed: "Now, shift dem feet, shuffle dem brogans,
yo eyesi aaiuie
rliht 'bout face!" And followed:. "Gimme yoi . eyes, gimme
. Ill
nkm Cavat T W
with dem guns, all along de line dar, saiute wun aeiu uiin
force and
electrifying
more
J. did the Ivory bend and snapped his fingers with
arms.
presented
speed hU charge
. .. l .. .
.. W'n olí n
.
l
....
n pfT(r.... "Sergeant, said tne dniiraaster, consmiumun imwi ,t,.....w..
good,
l'our
are
chevrons
winning
i "it looks mightily as If jour chances of
..m
..nu...,
or
to
tne
according
letter
not
methods are
talnly attain the same prescribed results."

...

mm

m
im .
and the other trou-blea dlaappeared. I
am sura Doan'a nave curea mm.
CM Dou'a at kmr Stor. SO a Bo
S
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Talks Too Much.
"Sir, you do me a great wrong to
You have no
call me an addlepate.
scientific instrument for gauging my
brain power."
"I don't need a scientific Instrument
You have an
for that purpose, sir.
Instrument yourself thnt gives you
away."
"What is Hint?"
"Your tongue." r.lrmlnghnin Age- Herald.
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FOSTER MILE URN CO, BUFFALO,
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SYRUP

GERMAN

BOSCHEE'S

will quiet your cough, soothe the In
flammation of a sore throat and lungs,'
stop Irritation In the bronchlul tubes,
Insuring a good night's rest, free from
coughing and with easy expectoration
In the morning.
Made and sold in
years. A wonAmerica for fifty-tw- o

derful prescription, assisting Nature In
building up your generul health and
throwing off the disease. Especially
useful In lung trouble, asthma, croup,
to
the
fled
and
wife
slew
his
who
Mr.
Fletcher,
AN FRANCISCO.-bronchitis, etc. For sale In all civil-lie- d
was
Such
done.
apparently
S
back,
his Denance
haa mine
countries. Adv.
by
Ser
confirmed
the rumor thnt has stirred Golden Gate park, and It was
geant Mcliee or tne par ponte.
Their First Mention.
"Mr. Fletcher," he continued, "is
Bobby,
for once, expressed great In
how
knows
the blue crane. Lord,
comfortable.
"runcy nylng
In
the sermon.
terest
many wives he had, whatever he swalIn addition to this the free homein tne
being mentioned
machines
why
he
that's
bolted,
and
offer
lowed
he
stead lands of Western Canada
said.
he
Bible!"
was called Fletcher.
the greatest Inducement to the man
"But ure they?"
"Well, after murdering his last
with limited means who is willing to
'.'Whv, didn't the vicar say Esau sold
to
away
flew
ago,
he
years
natu
hardships
two
wife
undergo some of the
heirship to his brother Jacob?"
his
accusing
escape punishment or his
rally accompanying this enterprise.
Stories.
Stray
reHe come back only
conscience.
There Is also the large nrca of uncul.r
Instead
.
Fletcher.
the
Mr.
centlyanother
waiting
tivated lands that are
of standing on one leg In the buffalo
man with sufficient meons to purchase
JUICE
paddock as before, Imitating a twig, LEMON
And this is not expen.
and equip.
then
way,
and
came
his
which
the
mouse
cheap
and
The lands are
slve.
and snapping up every gopher or field
terms very reasonable. Equipped with being a twig again, he now abstains from meat eating, only fish, as he might m
SKIN
In Arivanf
tractor or horse power the cultivation T nn .
stood on
cost is slight when the return Js coa
"He came and settled In Slattery's pool, down by the race track;
sldered. Yields of wheat varying from one leg, as In the old days, but only dipping alter Dsn anu eeis.
BEAUTY LO
Slattery s pool On CHEAP HOME-MAD20 to 40 bushels per acre may be re"Lots of things that are neither fish nor eels get Into
TAN, FRECKREMOVE
TO
TION
over
of
VtAll
CTkfJ
&
price
set
a
It
lied upon, and with a
IL.m
LES, 8ALLOWNESS.
and gave It his usual ons
$2.00 per bushel, it Is an easy matter
"Mr. Fletcher dipped his beak on the bed spring
to arrive at the cost. Traduction, in
At the cost of a small Jar of ordinary
iUlp'..,.,i
springs,
eluding Interest onnd, has been estif. pitM,or i nniv a bine crane, and bed springs are bed
cream one can prepure a full quarcold
Kavanaugh,
friend
our
night
Ki.'m
that
..n-...li thnnk his stars this
mated at figures not exceeding ten
of the most wonderful lemon
ter
pint
fighting
crane
r,
dollars an acre. With a twenty bushel here, was Just going by on his horse at the time. There was the
skin whltener and complexion beautl-flesnrlng-h- alf
down
bed
nnol.
the
and
s,0ttrv'
dol
forty
x
yield, at a two dollar price
wi watwo
thft hla !rj "
fresh
of
by squeezing the Juice
f,.fli,inff Mr. Fletcher and refusing to budge one way or the
lnrs. Ten from forty and you have
lemons into a bottle containing three
the nroflts mnnv farmers made In other."
ounces of orchard white. Care should
Western Canada the past year.
be taken to strain the Juice through
The Dominion and Provincial Gov
cloth so no lemon pulp gets In,
ernments are working conjointly In an
Apparently Overcome fine
Scruples
this lotion will keep fresh for
Conscientious
then
His
propaganda
production
Increased
Every woman knows that
months.
Among the Important steps that have
appeals
draft
Is used to bleach a darkdistrict
of
the
clerk
lemon
Juice
chief
Giblln,
LEVELAND. It took A. E.
been taken to bring this about is the
conscientious scruples of a ened skin and remove such blemishes
the
overcome
to
C
minutes
pos
three
about
board,
recent order by which It is made
weighing upwurd of 200 pounds as freckles, sallowness and tan and Is
ohlector. A man aboni twenty-sevesible to take Into Canada tractors that
Mr.
the Ideal skin softener and beautiner.
cost fourteen hundred dollars and less and standing almost six feet, told
Just try It! Get three ounces of
fighting
in
believe
This
Giblln he didn't
In the country of production.
white at any drug store and
exorchard
he
conscience,"
will give those residing in the United "it hurts my
from the grocer and make
two
lemons
States, owning lands In Canada, the plained.
pint of this sweetly frag
quarter
up
a
eh?"
fight,
to
cul
want
"You don't
opportunity to plncc them under
lotion
and massage u aaiiy
lemon
rant
your
me
it's
tivatlon at much less cost than In the Giblln asked. "Don't tell
arms and hands.
neck,
face,
Into
the
It's your nerve. You're
past. Another Inducement is the prlvl conscience.
marvelous to whiten rough, red
Is
It
all.
In
cowardly, that's
leea of takine sheen and cattle
.
hands. Adv.
"You know what the Huns have
free f duty, Automobiles form
necessary part of the outfit of a good done to the women of Belgium. You
Important,
many farmers that would like to, move know what they'd do to your mother
turnover
is vital to successful
"The
to Canada.
These are now accorded and sister If they got the opportunity.
merchandising."
free duty. Provision is also made that knA til! vnn rlnn't want to flirht. I'm
"In that cnse,".8ttld the baker, ''may
frothing at tha
those requiring seed and unable to ob ashamed of you !" By this time Glblln's visitor was all but
be
I'd better put more turnovers in the
action.
off
for
squared
and
a
onto
chair
tain It in any other way, may get It mouth. He had thrown his hat
Louisville Courier-Journaoven."
"You've
Giblln.
So from this
"Don't call me a coward," he yelled, making a lunge at
from the Government.
you eat those words."
It will be seen that It Is not only the gone too far now with your talk. I'll make
Some men seem to have married In
.
nihiin waa ireomDllshlne his purpose, and knew it.
fertile lands of Western Canada that
to secure a victim to listen to
order
In
Ger
came
you
that
"Just a minute," he said. "You suggested when
invite the settler, but the ease and
troubles.
their
rhn ni
nnel.t to arbitrate their difficulties. Let's arbitrate.
cheapness with which a farmer may
!" shouted the visitor. "I'll make you fight
"Arbitrate,
establish himself. Advertisement ,
"
! Swellings
Inflamation
Then Giblln laughed.
to fight. Thati
vmu m
went
you'd
enough
you
an
or
mad
in
ainaa
cot
I
ho
i,,,
"if
t
''.
Such a Dear Friend.
qulrklr reduced bj using Da. 14TU
Germans get you mad, you'll ac-BoBauTS'
Ethel Agnes was at the cat show. . the spirit. When you get to France and the
u ínron nr pin. uo on nome now aim kci icmuj w j.u i
"- -r
i.w
Maud As an exhibit? New Haven
before, now thoroughly
Ona raokaga makaa tan pounla ol
And the conscientious objector of a few' minutes
Register.
Poultice.
Read tha Practical Room Veterlearba
angry, stamped out of Glblln's oflice.

Mr. Blue Crane and the Indigestible Bed Spring
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Clear Skins.
Night and morning bathe the face
with Cutlcura Soap and hot water. If
there are pimples first smear them
with Cutlcura Ointment. For free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston." Sold by druggists and by malL
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Necessary.
"Riches have wings." "They need
'em to keep up with the cost of living." Detroit Free Bress.
Dr. Tierce's Tellets are best for liver,
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet
for a laxative, three for a cathartic Ad.
During the pas't few years there has
been a falling off In the yield of the

banana.
A spring gun has been Invented for
costing fishing lines further than can
be done by hand.

Wlren Your Eyes Need Care

Try Murine Eye Remedy

No Smarting Jnat Ky Comfort, 60 eenta at
fcmeniBtl or BialL Writs tor FrM Bra Book.

tUliUMK EXU BSlttJU)X CU, CHICAGO

fw
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Soft

Work
Eggs Are More or Less Contaminated
by Unsanitary Surroundings
and Bad Odors.

....

'

K1M

Av.,

Ninth

Colo.,
Longmont,
"My back
aaya;
cauaed ma a lot of
d I at reas, eapeclally
when I did any
heavy houaework.
I alao had haad- achea that blurred
my alaiit until I
could hardly see.
Aa aoon aa I atart- ed taking Doun'a
Kidney
Pilla, thea
pain left my backi'

that without the assistance that the CAMP
farmer renders In the mutter of pro
viding food for the army the fighting
ability of that body would be proportionally decreased. While the army
Is fighting, the farmer Is busy, ine
promptness with whlcn ne sprann
Into the breach was a patriotism equal
to that of the man who enlisted and
the farmer's record In this particular
was worthy of the high record that
has become his. All over the United
States the appeal Is being met by more
production. Fields are enlarged, inten
sive agriculture has taken the place
of slipshod methods, more cattle are
being fattened, more hogs grown, veai
and lamb have become scarce commodities. This is all in keeping with
and
demands,
the
with the heartiness that is now preva
lent, It would seem as if the require
ments of the boys at the front and the
allies In Europe would be fully met
Not only are the tilled acres of tne
United States being brought Into
requisition, but the wild pasture lands
are doing tribute with their cattle and
sheep. Working In conjunction with
the United States, Western Canada Is
also doing Its share and a pretty large
share it is, too. By an arrangement
with the United States Government It
will now be possible through Its employment burcnu to secure for the
Western Canada flfjlds such help as
can be spared. It Is thought In this
way Canada will have Its help to seed
its millions of acres of wheat land
fairly well met. The large number
of young men of the farms who have
enlisted and gone to the front has left
many of the Western Cnnndn farms
weak In the matter of man power.
This means that Canada can toke all
that the United States can spare. The
wages will be good and the housing

A. P. Cerny,

r.

Uncle Now Hopes Community Has Not "Caught On"
vou don't know won't hurt you," is a maxim
person runs Into someone who
the don't-knoright
until
all
operates
which
of a line organization here
officer
An
ensue.
complications
does know and then
recently went home on leave. Among
the members of his household Is a dig
nified, benignant old - uncle, who Is
universally honored and respected for
his kindness and uprightness. Uncle,
however; is addicted to the fresh-ai- r
calisthenics habit,
Every morning he goes out on the
back porch and goes through a pre
scribed routine of arm movements. In
civil life the nephew had never given
Uncle's habit much consideration, but
since his admission into the military
signaling. On his first morning
semaphone
In
expert
an
become
has
he
service
was seated on the back porch when uncle canie out, removed
th nffir-pout, arms across the chest, etc
his coat and began his exercise arms up, arms
increasing
astonisnment.
in
him
watched
officer
The
vv.ir . minuto, uncle ." he said : "you mustn't do that."
morning for the past
"Whv not?" replied uncle. "I've been doing it every
IS vpnrs."
onirt th horrified officer to his equally horrified relative, "every
neighborhood to
morning fór the past :I5 years you have been telling the entire
."
go to -
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FLAG MFC. CO

Enquire for the
WOsoiNerer Break Trace

Guaranteed

EASTOW..f A,

J. H. WILSON
CO.
DENVER

SADDLERY

stop Youa ccu::::::a
that couth peniat Stop tha
Noneltlet
and remove tlcklin and
irritation,

br reliTinf the

hoarae-pea-

inflamed throat with
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Church Directory

F'VíTíJl

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

IRVIN OGDEN, SP1

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Christian Churcn.
Your
presence is necessary.
P, É. IVEYSupt

EDITOR AND ITBUSHER
Ssikicriptloi

$1.50

Per

at

';"..

leu

matter
Entered as second-claspostoflice in Roy, New Mexico.
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R o y G a rag e

Y. P. S. C. E,

'

MyimO. Defpees, President
Mies Lillian Grinkk, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

and LIVERY

with the government in the
cause of America for the

CATHOLIC
'1.

At Reasonable Rates.

F:..'M, ':.,'.!

period of the war

Repair Work

Monday is Wheatless
Tuesday is Meat1es3
Wednesday is Wheatless
Friday is Meatless
Saturday is Porkkss
One Wheatless One Meatless
Meal Daily.

J. E. WILDMAN, Proprietor
New Mex.
ROY,

ggg

;
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Cars Housed and Cared for

This Daocr has cnli?f ed
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i"Ul.'
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Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

HI

at-th- e

HAVE YOU GOT
MONEY IN THE BANK?

"s-f-

PEOPLE

SUPPOSE
GET SICK1
WHAT WOULD YOU DO ?

DO

YOU

GOT SICK1

.

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

IT'S YOURS
YOU WORKED FOR THAT MONEY
WHY TAKE CHANCES0 IT'S SAFE IN THIS BANK- 1

I

ASIDE, HAVE IT
HAVE PUT SOMETHING
BURN
IT, BURGLARS
CAN'T
BANK.
FIRE
SAFE IN OUR
AN'T STEAL IT AND YOU CAN'T LEND OR SPEND IT

ns

YOU

EASILY.

SO

BE PREPARED WITH

Farm For Sale

WE ADD

A

BANK

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday
Church

4 PER CENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

W. C. Heaton,

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

For Sale or Trade
0

TRACTOR
sc

Floersheim Mercantile Company,
Roy,
N.M.

S--

.

--

A Carload of

RANGES

On Display in our Annex

.

Will be Sold, Commencing

Sat, March 23d.
For ONE WEEK Only

"Orbon Ranges"

RoyTradingCo.

.

WATER WORKS BOND ELECTION

Tuesday, April

2, 1918

Avery Tractor

1st Sunday

at

Mosquero,

Bradley,
3d Sunday,

11 A. M.
7.00 T. M

Bradlev,
Mosquero,

FOR SALE

At a Bargain! Terms to
Suit Purchaser,
A Car Load of

Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

.

VILLAGE OF ROY, NEW MEXICO.

at Roy Christian
a m and 7:30 p m

11

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
.11 a m and 7:30 p m

ACCOUNT.

V

PUBLIC NOTICE

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

YOU TO DEPRIVE YOURSELF
EXTRANIGANCE AND (
UNNECESSARY
OF SOME LITTLE
MONEY ?
THE
WITH
ACCOUNT
A
BANK
START

IF

Rev. Fr.

.

ISN'T IT POSSIBLE FOR

A very interesting document,
published last week in La Voz
del Pueblo, of Las Vegas, has
been translated into english by
some of our Roy
for the enlightenment of
the rest of us who have not
realized our deplorable ignorance fi nes of the little valley in the
The document is an affidavit hills to try his wings in the real
i
executed by Pedro A. Ortega, world. We are glad this docuOne of the best half sections
clerk of the courts of Mora Co. ment has come to light, it sheds
of
farm land on the mesa, well
bright
a
light
on one of the
in an effort to prevent the draft
improved,
price $3,600.
things
$2000.
that has held back civiliza
of his deputy, Milnor A. Rudolph
cash
time
on
balance.
tion and will do much toward re
Jr. into the army.
G. R. Abernathy,
It is a verbose document of some moving the obstructions of ignor
,
thousand or more words and re- ance and prejudice which have
cites that deponent is Clerk by so long barred education and No. it is not my home farm,
virtue of the election to that competence from a chance at con- its another but call and I'll tell
you about it.
office, that he is a farmer and has ducting county affairs.
to stay on his farm and manage
The truth of the contention
it (280 acres part of which is cultivated) and has cows to miik made by Prof. Trumbull that the
and other chores to do, sd he can mines and factories will take
not attend to the office of County-Cler- a far larger toll from the farms
INTERNATIONAL 12-2himself and he makes the this summer then will the Draft,
following startling statements-'-- - is daily being emphasiz here.
"The1 deponent does not knew Hundreds of men are going' to
Emerson plowt
of any other person in said coun the mines at Dawson and to the With
ty who is qualified or competent factories at Pueblo and other
These Implements are in
to discharge or exercise the duties enterprises, who will be missed
first
class condition, - a
of fald office of County Clerk and from the farms, School boys and
he is satisfied that he cannot get girls will be in demand this
Will trade for Large Woí'k
any other person who would be summer as never before and HorseSjOr sell cheap fcr cash
competent or would be efficient still the production will be re
in compliance with the duties of duced unless a favorable season
said office "
he'p3 out,
After a page of platitudes re
garding the efficiency, character
Judge John T. McClure, o
and integrity of Mr. Rudolph, al Roswell asks us to send him
the
of which we believe the young
and says he will be up here
man fully entitled to, he states calling on the Democrats of Roy
further, "Depom n' does not feel before long, His hat is in the LAND PLATS of a.l kinds
that he, himself, is competent ring as a candidate for Judge of Abstracts of U. S. Land
to discharge ' the duties of the the Supreme Court, and he has a Office Records,
MAPS.
oince and he is satisfied he car record on the bench of the 5th
Prompt Attention
not get any other person who District which commends him
C.N. ROARK ;
will efficiently and competently for the bigger job,
Clayton New Mex.
fill the position of deputy witl
out instruction and practice for a
period of several months and he
therefore insists that the said
Milnor A. Rudolph be exempted
from compulsory military service
in the army of the U. S. in the
public interest of the County of
":W1
Mora and state of New Mexico
and for &e public welfare. ' ',
This remarkable statement .is
signed by our County Clerk and
witnessed by Chas. U. Strong
Notary, of Mora.
Not very complimentary to the
intelligence of the people cf
Mora County certainly. We had
opined that there were some 47
other states iñ the Union, besides
N. M. and all have counties
averaging about 100 to the state
pr nearly 4,000 counties and each
At Prices BELOW PRESENT WHOLESALE COST
county has a Clerk and deputies
If you need a Range, now is the time to Buy,
and an army of Ex- - officers all
Prices are advancing and it will be several years at.
of whom have to be competent
prevail at the
least before normal conditons will
but this theory is all mussed up
'
Foundries.
by this discovery that in benight
ed Mora there is Lut one man
See our Prices on Standard, Honestly Built
competent to be Deputy Clerk,
and our Clerk proved it by send
ing to the State GaT.e Warden's
office at Santa Fe for a deputy
Compare them with Catalog Prices, We can convince
able
be
you.
who by the way seems to
to handle the job all right
These Prices will Prevail fo- r- ONE WEEK ONLY
Saturday, March 23d to Saturday, 30th.
As for young Rudolph, we are
satisfied he has already got the
larger concept of the responsibl-it- v
of a world citizenship taught
by the war and his service in the
"
""TheTStore ThatTBuys Your Produce" ,
army to mike him glad he his
escaped from the cwarfing ccn- Spanish-America-

i" 'v

2nd & 4th Sundays
R. L.

at Liberty,

7

A.M.
P.M.

11

A.M.

11

Solano, 3, I
MATTHEW. Pastor,

M.

NOTICE is hereby given that purBAPTIST
suant to ordinance No. 18, duly passed, approved and published by the
First Sunday in each month.
board of trustees of the Village of
Service; II A. M
7.30, P. M.
Roy, pursuant to law, on the'.ith day
of January, 1918, public notice is hereFARM MACHINERY
W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
Rev.
by given that a bond election is hereby called in the Village of Roy, to be
held at the time of holding the reguCHRISTIAN
lar election within said village for the
ROY
election of village officials; at which
election there will be submitted to the
2d
Sundr.y of each
Services
qualified electors of said village who Mestr.Mocre and Crawford, two
11
month
a.
8,00 PM.
at
m.
have paid a property tax therein for young men of French attended
said
Sunday
of
4th
each
the
date
month at
of
the year preceding
the dance in Roy Saturday night
election the following question:
1L00
a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
They were small boys a few years

P.&0.

Baum Bro's.

QUESTION:
Shall the board of trustees of the ago when we
Village of Roy, Mora County, New is startling to
Mexico, incur a bonded indebtedness
Thousand so soon.
not exceeding Forty-Fiv- e
Dollars, the bondf to mature thirty

knew them and it Communion service at the morn
see them grownup ing service.
PLEASANT VIEW
) First Sunday each Month at 3,
Mrs. Ethel Harper and Mrs. p.m.
Chas. Weatherill, were with a
MILLS .
large number of Mills people who 3rd Sunday
at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
attanded the entertainment at
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
the Hall Saturday night.

years after issuance but optional
for redemption twenty years thereafter, bearing interest not exceeding
six per centum per annum, for the
purpose of constructing a water
works system for said village, the
same to be owned and operated by
said village.
The following persons have been
LODGE DIRECTORY
Melvillft Floersheim went to
duly appointed by the board of trustMonday
He
business.
on
Trinidad
ees as a registration board for said
'is suffering from Rheumatism
election:
J. Floersheim, W. H. Wilcox again and is planning some way
and 'Alfredo A. Lucero,
and they will meet at W. H. Wilcox to get away from it.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
office on Monday, the 4th day of March
Meets at its own Hall
1918, and each day thereatter unui
Henry Farr received a fine
and including the 30th day of March,
Every Wednesday
regis-terin- g
registered Duroc Jersey boar
1918, for the purpose of legally
Evening
of
the
electors
the qualified
from an Oklahoma breeder Thurs
Visiting
always , welVillage of Roy, according to the qualBrothers
day. He is starting a thrrobred
'
ifications prescribed by the laws of
'
come.'
v
herd with his last years gilts and
the State or new Mexico.
Chas. A. Peare, N. G.
That the polls for said election shall thes pig at the head of the herd.
be at F. H. Foster's office and will be
J. E. Wildman, Sec'y.
opened from:0fl a. m. until 6:00 p.
1918.
April.
and
of
son
of
2nd
Solano
C.
J.
dav
Burton
IK. W
V"
T
"
m, Kiint whif h will be used at came to Roy Saturday and took
Rebekah Degree
said election will be supplied by the
big loads of "Dobies'
home
two
saw
Judges
oi
the
to
village 'clerk
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
election and by them furnished to the ready made with' which they
.

.

will build something oh the farm V Meets 1st. and 3rd. Jriday
Evening each month
I. O, O. F. Hall
Tommy Zablocki, .is showing
Miss Lillian. Gkiner. N. G.
m
his card saying he is class 1 in
the year immediately preceding the draft and is proud of it. He Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Secy.
3aid election within the corporate limVisiting Sisters welcome
its of the Village of Roy, as prescribed anticipates enjoying soldier life
by the constitution; and laws of the and is so short they wouldn't let
State of New Mexico, will be permit- him volunteer.
,
vote, at said. election.

voters.... ,
' At said election none but quaiineo
electors as defined by the general election laws of the State of New Mexico,
uui-in- g
and who have paid a property
-

.

ted to

iv witwpsb

WHEREOF,

MELVILLE FLOERSHEIM,
Village Clerk.
(Seal)

C. U.

Stidno.

County Treasurer

J. B. LUSK

the

board of trustees of said Village of
Roy, has caused this notice to be published and posted as required by law,
8th'..day of March 1918.
this

FOR SALE;- - ThorobreJ, Registered, Herford Bull, Coming
old; Gentle and Tractable.
A good individual.
S. R. Crouse' Mills, N. Ml

Attorney
to
ROY

V

Tom J.

Taylor, jr., Asrtacvo

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
diven all Business Entrusted

me'
NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Then yoti will Shave a
PUBLIC SALE.

Mora, New Mexico

,
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats -

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also preparedl
, to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.J

Col F. O. WHITE

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Al Mutters entrusted to uxdiiti itched with Promptness afld Acpuroy
Your Huitines lit spectlully Solicited

-

His address is MILLS N.
You can have ' SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
ffice. Roy,
New Mexico.
Spanish-America-

TTHÍ

-

3

,

ÍÜi

"I

l1

Mi

THE UNITED STATES is just
US you and I and the folks next
door and the people across the
US, What the Governway-j- ust
ment does is cur doing. Its
strength is our Striving: its resources are our savings.
What we do counts to make or

320 Acre Farm
For Sale

I

Q

V

p---

-

O

B

?

to"

vital mainstay of America and
the Allies; the food shortage is
one of the worst worries in Europe-worse
now than when we
entered the war. On our food
supply depends the fighting power of our Associates, their chance
of avoiding famine, their hope of
NOTICE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

roit

i'UBLICATION

Lis

r2

fes)

S

g

-

Íi

,

break the power of the United
States every minute, every act
In all
to save or destroy US.
we do,' all we spend, all we eat -we must take care.
Food is our first and last resource, the dominant resource in
this war. Our food supply is a

-

,3

v..

ji fias

-

"a te

8PANI3H-AMERICA-

..

hxl

stone house, cellar
good
and cave and stable,
Terms to suit.
$8.00 per acre
Reason ior selling, must leave on
.accout of my wife's health.
ANTONI KWIECIEN.
FORD CAR:- - For sale or will
trade for Cattle, Purchased last
May, has been carefully driven
and is in good condition.
L M. Livingston,
Mosquero, N. M.
T 1.

ti

survival.
We have already shipped to
Europe every grain of this year's
surplus wheat.
To keep them
going we must stretch our
more corn
and oat3 and potatoes. We must
send them more meat-e- at poultry
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Feb. 18, l!'i8
,
Jan. 14, 1919
1918
Feb. 25,
Notice is hereby given that William
IUrry
given
hereby
that
is
Notice
Notice is hereby given that Aren B. D Sawyer of Mosquero N. M. who
H. Mayberry, of Roy, N. M. who on
Hai'e of Solano New Mexico who on on July I, 1915 made H. E. No 019607 for
Entry
May 14 1912, ,made Homestead
Nov. 4 1914, made, H. E. No. 018734 SWj:.SWJ-NWb'ec. 8, SJ NEI:
no 014398 for NJ Sec. 21, Twp. 21 N, for NKJ,
i,
SWJ SEJ, Sec. 10
! Section
7,
Twp. 19N. Rng. 29E
has .
Rngr 2, E NMPM,
NWJ-NSec. 15Twp 18N. Rng 27E. N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
filed notice of intention to make Final N.M.P. Meridian has filed notice of inintention to make Final Three year
Three Year Proof to establish claim tention to make final three year proof, Proof, to establish claim to the land
to the land above described, before to establish claim to the land above de- described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
F. H, Foster , U. S. Commissioner, at scribed,
Foster Commissioner at Rov, N. M., on the
before
F. H.
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the U S com, at Roy N. Mex. on the 4th day of May. 1918.
'
Claimant names as witnesses:
17th day of April 1918.
10th day ( f April WI8.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Charley Sanger
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank M DrUkill
S, V. Davis
J. M. Beard
Ralph Hazen
Ha.en
Arthnr
Perry
Tiujiilo
George
A.Í3.
J. N. Wrifjht st. H. Blankenship
John Mylirs
John Beckmtn
AM of Mosquero New Mexico
All of Roy, New Mexico.
All of Solano New Mexi:o.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE
Register.
3
3 23
S
, Register
i

FOR SALE- :- A Good Work
Horse, wt. 1,100
GR. Abernathy

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Ctayton, New Mes.,

-

Blu-bauj-

der the law to force collection on
delinquent poll tax. Please dont
jnake it necessary,
.
:
Ben Stewart, Secy.
Dist 41, (Liberty),

Claimant names as witnesses:
Anna Christman
Jamea Miracle
E. J. Coleuian
Chas A Peara
- All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,

nrgister

6

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermedinte points. ,
ServiceEfficient
Exchange,
City
.Roy
nected.
Rural-Communi-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

ty

I. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

s

Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
U. S. Land Offlc at ' Clajton fí M
Clayton New Mexico.
Feb 25 1918' .'
Mar. 9, 19H
Notice is hereby given that. Definir
NOTICE b hereby given that Lo;
AV. Wast of Roy.N. M who on Nov
fot
and
Beii
Olivea StnStZ
27, ion, & April 16 1915 made H..E
heirs ..Í ItuUtia Lock - Deceased
J
Nos 01697G & 019844 for Lot4.
of Moaquero New Mexico, Who oe
SW1-SE- J
Seo., 19 NEi. Sec; 30
28 191.1. made II. E. No. 015407 for
Jan.
Section 29 Township
and NWi-NW- J
SEJ-Ni,
SEi:
JIN Range 28E N. M. V. M, bas filed Section 31 Twp 19N. Rng 29 E N.M.P.
notice ' of intention to make Three Mertdian, has filed notice of intention
Years Final Proof, to establish
to iftake Three Year Proof, to estabüaim to the land above described lish claim to the land above described
before F H Foster; U S Commlasioner
before F. it. Foster U. S. Commission
office at Roy N. M., on the 17t!i day
at Roy N. M. oil May 41918.
of April 1918
names as witnesses:
Claimant
Claimant names as witnesses:
Robpi t Lunsford
Neis L Wetterhus J. W. Johnson Jr Frank M Driskill
J M CadJell
John W. Nowlin W D Sawyer
J, H. Mitchell
Mexico.
New
Mosqmro
All
New
Uoy
of
All of
Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Registw.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
"-

SEi-SW-

NJ-NE-

.

Éj.
f7

n pork on Saturday; it.means a
and fish and beans.
monthly sugar limit of 4 of a
ng
This requires team
without wheat at one meal every Pound a person,
day, and eating no wheat at all on
The Floersheim Mercan-- 1
Monday and Wednesday; it means tile Company believes in the
going without red meat at one United States
believes in
meal every day, and without any U- S- believes our Team Play
adv
red meat at all on Tuesdav, and will win .
3--

play-goi-

-

'

NOTICE F0BJPUBLICATI0N.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

ISOLATED TRACT
Clayton, New Mexico,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Mar. 8, 1918.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Notice la hereby given that William H
Office kt C!otjn New Mexico
Hamilton, of Mosquero, N. M. whoon "C" of
Feb. 11, 1918. H
Oct. 30, 1914, made HE No. (18;09for
Notice is hereby given that, as direct
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

at

NWi-NW-

edby the Commissioner of the General
Land offlce, under provisions of Sec.
'
2455 R. S. , pursuant to tüe applicationt
úe
Rosebud
C
of
Baca,
of Francisco
NM. Serial No. 022336. we will offer a
public sale, to the highest bidder, but
at not less than 1 25 per acre, at 10
o'clock A. M. on the 23rd day 'of May
191
next at this office, the following
Lot 4 Sec 1' T 18N
trart of land;
R 81 E N M P M
PAZ VALVERDE,
The sale will aot be kept opea, bu
will be declare' closed when those
Register
paeaent at the hour Darned haveceisa
bidding.
Tbe person making tha hlg
PUBLICATION.
KOIKE fOB
est bid will Di riiurjl tMuníliitsl
pay to tha Receiver the amount there
ISOLATED TRACT
of
Public Land Sale
Any persons claiming adversely tha
Department of the Interior
above described land are advised to
U S Land Office at Clayton N M
file their claims, or objections, on or
Mar 4. 1918
"C" 2 - 23. 1918
Notice ia hereby given that as direct before the time designated for sal
PAZ VALVERDE.
ed by the commissioner of the General
Register
Land Office, under provisions of Sec,
2455, R S pursuant to the application
Almond Supply.
f Hiram, D. Upton of Solano. N. M.
li
of the world' supAbout
Serial Noi 024361 We will offer at pnb
ply of almonds are grown In Spain.
lie sale, to the highest bidder, but at
Cl rintlnh Science Monitor.
not less than f 1, 75 per acre at 10 o'clock
1918,'
M
6th
day
next
of June
A
on the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
at this office, the following tract of
N
S 23 T 18 N R 2tE
land; SEJ-SISOLATED TRACT
M PM
PUBLIC LAND SALE
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those pre- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
sent at the hour ' named have ceased
13.
bidding, The person making the high- "C" of
Fa'). 9, 1918
est bid will be required to immediately Notice is hereby gjven that, as directed
of the General
pay to the Receiver the amount there- by the Commissioner
Land office, under provisions of Sec.
of.
adversely the 2455, R. Y. pursuant to the application
A.ny persons claiming
land are adviséd to of James R Kerlin of Hueyeroa New
d
file their claims or objections, on or Mexico Serial No. 02?471, we will offer
designated for sale. at public sale, to the highest bidder,
before the time
but at not le3s than Í1.Í5 per acre, at
Register
4 13 Paz Vaí.verde
10 o'clock A. M., on the 14th day of
May 1918 next, attbjso.llce, the follow-!n- g
tract of land; SWl-NE- i
Sec. 26,
J,

Section 4 Township 18N Kange .29E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,
before W. H Willcox U S Com'r at
Roy, N.N. on the 13th day of Apr. 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
John U. Tob'er
Elmer T.McDaniels
Fred P. Tinker Robert M, Lunsford
All of Mosquero New Mexico.

,

4-- fl

ooe-fourt-

2--

above-describe-

6

0

4--

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

El Dorado Hotel

The Eoy Drug Store

ROY, N. M.

- Office and Exchange,
Connects witli

3

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

' '
Feb. 19, 1918
given
that Leretta
Jisisfby
Kptjpajs
Ckrt of tha Canary.
formely- - Ltretta 'A.
Don't forget to glte th canary P
of Royí New. Mexico who t n
fresh bit of green erery now and then;
also that too ranch hemp aeed makaa Oct. 22 1914 mada HE. No. 018682 for
lilm fat
and NWJ SectioL
g Township 21N Range 27E N.M.P,
Poll Tax becomes delinquent Meridian, has filed notice of intention
April 1st, 1918 and all polls un- to make three year final proof to estab
paid bv that date will be subject liah claim to the land above described
S com, at Roy
to collection by law to. It is riot before V ll Foster, U
M on the 11th day of April 1918.
N
my desire but it is my duty unif:'"

SEJ-NW- J,

J

NJ-SE-

4--

"4

SP

'

100 acres fence- d- 90 acres in
wheal, 4 miles northwest of Roy

aE

--

Under hew Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietir.

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
'Perodicals'and Stationery

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles
.A

.'

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in tjie
Main Business District

Tourists and

Land-Seeke-

rs

Will find this the right place.

T 2L N, R.')0E. N. M. I

.

M.

The sale will not le kept open, but
will be declared closed when those present nt thé hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the ammount

thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
pescribed land aro advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or

abrtve- -

before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

.
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Pithy News Items
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THE REAL
r

ItP he rasped; "and h;'i Falrbatrn's working hour or

Continued.

own

11

Stanton was still wrestling with bis
problem when the "handsome couple"
returned from the play. The trust
field captain saw them as they crossed
the lobby to the elevator and again
marked the little evidences of familiarity. "That settles It," he mused, with
n outthrust of the pugnacious jaw.
"She knows more about Smith than
anybody else In this neck of woods
and she's got it to tell I"
Stanton began his Inquisition for better Information the following day, with
the bejewelled lady for his ally. Miss

P

"So Is Stnrbuck, for that matter;
and he's In for twenty thousand," snld
Shaw. "And, by the way, Bill Is a
man who will bear watching. He's
with Smith, and he's onto
all of our little crooks and turns. I
heard him telling Smith today that be
owed it to the company to carry a
gun."
Stanton's smile showed his teeth.
"I wish he would ; carry one and kill
somebody with It. Then we'd know
what to do with him."
The spy was rolling a cigarette and
eyea had a murderous
his
glint in them.
"Me, for Instance V he Inquired cyn
ically.
"Anybody," said Stanton absently.
ne was going over the list of stock'
holders again and had scarcely heard
what Shaw had said.
"That brings us down to business,
clerk
Mr. Stonton ," said theex-rallron-d
slowly. "I'm not getting money enough
out of this to cover the risk my risk."
The man at the desk locked up
hand-ln-glov- e

Rlchlander was alone and unfriended
la the hotel and also a little bored.
Hence she was easy of approach; so
easy that by luncheon time the sham
promoter's wife was able to Introduce
her husbnnd. Stanton lost no moment
Investigative. For the Inquiring purpose, Smith was made to figure as a
business acquaintance, and Stanton
was generous In hi praises of the
yonng man's astotthiflog financial ability.
"He's simply a wonder, Miss
1" he confided over the luncheon
qte'.ckly.
table. "Coming here a few weeks ago,
"What's that you say? By heavens,
absolutely unknown, he has already become
prominent man of alTnlrs In tfhaw, I've spoken once, and I'll do
you sing
Brewster. And so discreetly reticent! It Just this one time more:
To this good day nobody knows where small if you want to keep out of Jail
Shaw had lighted his cigarette and
he comes from, or anything about
was edging toward the door.
him."
"Not this trip, Mr. Stanton," he said
"No?" said Miss Verda. "How singular!" But she did not volunteer to coolly. "If you've got me, I've got
supply any of the missing biographical you. I can find two men who will go
Into court and swear that you paid
facts.
"Absolutely nothing," Stanton went Pete Sliunis money to have Smith sand
"And, of course, Ms si- bagged, that day out at Slmms' place
on smoothly.
lence about himself has been grossly at the dam ! I may have to go to Jail,
misinterpreted. I hove even heard It as you sny; but I'll bet you five to one
said that he Is an escaped convict."
that you'll bent me to It!" And with
"How perfectly absurd!" was the that he snapped the catch on the locked
milling comment
door ond went away.
"Isn't ltt But you know how people
Some three hours after this rather
will talk. They are saying now that hostile clash with the least trustwor
his name Isn't Smith; that he has thy but by far tho most able of his
merely taken the commonest name in henchmen, Crawford Stanton left his
the category as an alias."
wife chatting comfortably with Miss
"I can contradict that, anyway," Rlchlander in the hotel parlors and
Miss IMchlander offered. "His name is went reluctantly to keep an appoint
really and truly John Smith."
ment which he had been dreading ever
"You have known him a long time, since the enrly afternoon hour when
haven't your inquired the lady with a wire had come from Copah directing
the headlight diamonds.
him to meet the "Nevada Flyer" upon
"Ob, yes; for quite a long time, in- Its arrival at Brewster. The public
deed."
knew the name signed to the telegram
"That was back in New York state?" as that of a millionaire statesman ; but
Stanton slipped in.
Stanton knew it best as the name of
"In the East, yes. He comes of an 'a hard end not overscrupulous master.
excellent family. His father's people
The train was whistling for the sta
o
were
farmers, and one of bis tion when Stanton descended from bis
s
on his mother's side was cab and hurried down the long plat
on the supreme bench In our state ; he form. A
d
porter was
was chief Justice during the later years waiting to admit him to the presence
of his Ufe."
when the train came to a stand, and as
"What state did you say?" queried he climbed Into the vestibule of the
Stanton craftily. But Miss Verda was luxurious private car, Stanton got what
e
to let him surprise comfort he could out of the thought
far too
her.
that the Interview would necessarily be
"Our home state, of course. I don't limited by the ten minutes' engine- believe any member of Mr. Smith's changing stop of the fast tialn.
Immediate family on either side has
Stanton, ten minutes later, made a
' flying
ever moved out Of it."
leap from the moving train. At
Stanton gave It up for the time be- the cab rank he found the motor cab
ing, and was convinced upon two points. 'which he had hired for tho drive down
Smith' might bnve buslnes? reasons. for from the hotel. Climbing In, he gave a
secrecy he might have backers who
brittle order to the chauffeur. Simulwished to remain completely unknown taneously a man wearing the softest
big
land
fight
against
In their
the
of hats lounged away from his post of
trust; but if be had no backers the observation under a nearby electric
pole and ran across the railroad plaza
to unhitch nd mount a wiry little cow
pony. Once In the saddle, however,
the mounted man did not hurry his
Having overheard Stanton's
horse.
'
order glung, there was no peed to keep
the motor cab in sight as it sputtered
through the streets and out upon the
backgrounding
mesa, Its
course ending at a. lonely roadhouse in
the mesa hills on tlie Topaz trail.
'
When' the hired vehicle, came to a
stand ta front of the lighted barroom
of the roadhouse, Stanton gave a waiting order to. the driver and went in.
barkeeper he asked
Of the
an abrupt question, ond at the man's
Jerk of a thumb toward the rear, the
promoter passed on and entered the
private room, at thtí back.
The private room had but one occupant the man Lnnterby, who was sitting behind a round card table arid
vainly endeavoring to make one of the
k
iW pair of empty whisky glasses spin in, a
complete circuit about a black bottle
4ia la an Escaped Convict."
standing on the table.
half-close- d

Rich-land-

er

well-to-d-

great-uncle-

whlte-Jnckete-

wide-awak-

ra

'Ri

dog-face- d

ft

other hypothesis clinched Itself InstantThe hired car was still waiting when
ly he was In hiding; be bad done
went out through the barroom
Stanton
something from which he bad run
and gave the driver his return orders.
away.
night was dark, neiIt was not until after office hours And, because the
two
the car saw the man
at
of
ther
the
that Stanton was able to reduce bis
bat straighten himself up
equation to Its simplest terms, and It In the softcrouching
place under the
was Shaw, dropping In to make bis re- from his
vanish silently
and
window
backroom
port after his first day's work as clerk
gloom.
and stenographer In the High Line In the
headquarters, who cleared the air of at
CHAPTER XV.
least one fog bank of doubts.
"Tve been through the records and
A Night of Fiascos.
said the spy, when,
the
Smith
had seen nothing of Miss
locked
In obedience to orders, be bad
day. partly be
the office door. "Smith is playing a Rlchlander during the
meeting of
lone hand. He filmfiammed Elnzle for cause there was a forenoon
called for
High
stockholders
Line
the
uoney,
and after that
bis first chunk of
secretary
it was easy. Every dollar Invested In the purpose of electing him company,
High Line has been dug up right bere and treasurer in fact of the
Here's the list of and partly because be major portion
In the Tlmanyonl.
of the afternoon was spent in confer
stockholders."
Stanton ran bis eye down the string ence with Williams at the dam.
Returning from the dam site quite
of nnme. and swore when be saw MaxIn the evening, Smith spent a hard
late
$25,000.
"Dama
well's MbacrtpUea of
stock-books-

,"

CASCARA

Western Ne wapeper l'nlon Nawe Service.
COMINO EVENTS.

(Copyright by Charlee Scribner'l Sona)

XIV

Pneumonia

New Mexico

more at his desk In
the Klnzle building offices ; and it was
here that Starbuck found him.
"What?" said tho new. secretary,
looking up from his work when
wiry figure loomed In the doorway, "I thought you were once more
a family man, and had cut out the
night prowling."
Starbuck ' jackknifed himself comfortably In a chair.
"I was. But the little girl's run
ell's
away aguln; gone with her
wife, you know to Denver
to get her teeth fixed; and I'm footloose. Been butting in a little on
your gnme, this evening, Just to be
ddlng. How's tricks with you, now?"
"We're strictly In the fight," de"We
clared Smith enthusiastically.
closed the deal today for the last half-mil- e
of the main ditch right of way,
which puts us up on the mesa slope
above the Escalante grant If they
knock us out now, they'll have to do
It with dynamite."
thought"Yes," said the
fully ; "with dynamite." Then : "How
Is Williams getting alongV
"Fine I The water Is crawling up on
him a little every night but with no
accidents, he'll be able to bold the
flood rise when It comes.
The only
thing that worries me now ts the time
Star-buck- 's

sister-Maxw-

anything about you that Stanton could
make use of."
Again the High Line's new secretary
turned to stare at the black backgrounded window.
"You mean that she might hear of
of Miss Corona?" he suggested.
"You've roped It down, at least" said
the friendly enemy. "Stanton'll teH
her he'll tell her anything and every
thing that might make her turn loose
any little bit of Information she may
have about you. As I said a minute
ago, I'm hoping she hasn't got anything
on you, John."
Smith was still facing the window
when he replied. "I'm sorry to have
to disappoint you, Starbuck. What
Miss Rlchlander could do to me, If she
chooses, would be good and plenty.
mine owner drew a
The
long breath and felt for his tobacco
sack and rice paper.
"All of which opens up more talk
trails," be said thoughtfully. "Since
you wouldn't try to take care of yourself, and since your neck happens to
be the most valuable asset Tlmanyonl

JMff

limit"

"The time limit?" echoed Starbuck.
"What's that?"
"It's the handicap we Inherit from
the original company.
Certain state
rights to the water were conveyed in
the old chnrter, on condition that the
project should be completed, or at lensj
be fnr enough along to turn water into
the ditches, by a given date. This time
limit, which carries over from Timan
yoni Ditch to Tlmanyonl High Line,
expires next week. We're petitioning
for an extension, but if we don't get
it we shall still be able to back the
water up so that It will flow Into the
lower level of ditches by next Thurs
day ; that Is, barring accidents."
"Yes; with no accidents," mused
Starbuck. "Can't get shut of the 'if,'
"Stanton Fixed It Some Way."
no way nor shape, can we? So that's
why the Stanton people have been nigh Line has, Just at present I've
fighting so wolflshly for delay, Is It? been butting In, as I told you. Listen
John, this is a wicked, wicked world." to my tale of woe, If you haven't any
Then he switched abruptly. "Where thing better to do. Besides the Miss
did you corral all those good looks you
episode there are a
took to the opera bouse last night couple of others. Want to hear about
,
John?"
emr
Smith's laugh was strictly perfunc
Smith nodded.
tory.
"All right A little while past din"That was Miss Vera Rlchlander, an ner
this evening, Stanton had a hurry
old friend of mine from back home.
call to meet the 'Nevada Flyer.' Tailed
She is out here with ber father, and onto
the train there was a private luxthe father has gone up into the Topaz ury car, and in the private car sat a
country to buy him a gold brick."
gentleman whose face you've seen
"Not in the Topaz," Starbuck struck plenty
of times In the political car
In loyally. "We don't make the bricks
s
toons, usually with
under
up there not the phony kind. But
He Is one of Stanton's bosses ; and
let that go and tell me something else, It
Stanton was in for a wigging and got
A while back, when you were giving
It. ' I couldn't bear, but I could
me a little song and dance about the
the car window. He had Stancolonel's daughter, you mentioned an ton standing on one
foot before the
name,
If
other woman though not by
pulled out and let Crawford
you happen to recollect I was just train
You guess, and
or make his
wondering If this Miss
say it was
guess,
both
we'll
and
I'll
whatever her name Is, might be the
snap which Is
about
this
Escalante
other one."
aiming to be known as the Escalante
Again the new secretary laughed
fizzle. Ain't It the truth V
this time without embarrassment
Again Smith nodded, and said, "Go
"You've called the turn, Billy. She Is
on."
the other one."
"After number five bad gone Stanton
"H'm ; chasing you up?"
"Oh, no; It was Just one of the broke for his autocab, looking like he
'
She didn't know I could bite a nail In two. I happened
was here, and I bad no bint that she to bear the order be gave the shover,
and I had my cayuse bitched over at
was coming."
Naturally, I
"All right; It's your roast; not mine. Bob Sharkey's . joint
along
and
Crawford,
ambled
after
out
But I'm going to pull one chestnut
of the fire for you, even if I do get while I didn't beat him to It I got
my fingers burned. .Thls Miss Rich-fol- there soon enough. It was out at Jeff
has bad only one day here In Barton's roadhouse on the Topaz trail,
Brewster, but she's used It In getting and Stanton was shut up In the back
"bad man'
mighty chummy, with the, Stantons. room with a sort of
Lanterby."
named
you?"
news
to
figure
as
Does that
listened?" said Smith still
"It does," said Smith simply; and he "You eagerness.
without
added: "I don't understand It."
"Right you are. And they fooled me.
"Funny." remarkoTI the
Two1
were on 'tap: one point"It didn't ball me up for more than a ing atschemes
Williams and the dam, and the
some
fixed
It
mjnute or two. Stnnton
at you. These were both last
way because he needed to. Tell me other
resorts ;' Stanton said he had one more
n
something, John! could this Miss
pull first If that broken
help Stanton out In any of his string. to:
said it. half a dozen times
well,
I've
little schemes, If she took a notion?;' already,
John: you'll either have to
Smith turned away and stared at the
a bodyguard or go heeled. I'm
blackened square of outer darkness hire
you right here and now, that
telling'
lying beyond the office window.
bunch Is going to get you, even if it
"She could, Billy but she won't" he
r-costs money !"
answered.
say
be had one
said
Stanton
"You
"You can dig up your last dollar and
to pull: he didn't give It
string
more
bet on that can you?"
a name, did be?"
"Yes, I think I can."
"No, but Tve got a notion of my
"H'm ; that's Just what I was most own," was
the ready answer. "He's
afraid of."
get next to you through the
to
trying
'
"Don't be an ass, Billy."
for
women, with the Miss
"I'm trying mighty hard not to be, his can opener. But when everything
grow
will
John, but sometimes the ears
else falls, he is to send a password
on the best of us In spite of the devIL to Lanterby, one of two passwords.
mat I mean Is this: I saw you two Williams' means dynamite and the
when you came out of the Hophra dam; 'Jake' means the removal from
dining room together last night and I the map of a fellow named Smith. Nice
saw the look In that girl's eyes. Do prospect isn't it?"
you know what I said to myself right
(TO BJ0 VUNTUMUJfiJJJ
then. John? I said : 'Oh, you little girl
,
Sad News.
out at the Hlllcrest ranch good-by"The expectant heir to his uncle's
youP"
Smith's grin was half antagonistic. millions, anxiously asked the doctor
"Yon are an ass, Billy," he asserted. when his uncle was taken 111, If there
"I never was In love with Verda Rich: was no hope."
"What did the doctor sayr
lander, nor she with me."
"He told him there was no hope
"Speak for yourself and let It bang
there, John. You can't speak for the whatever. The chances were, his
woman no man ever can. What I'm uncle would get well enough to marry
hop'ng now U that he doesn't know bis housekeeper."
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RIcb-ranch-

cuss-word-

see-thr- ough

get-awa- y.

Rich-peopl- e,

near-miracle- s.
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tin-hor- n

Rich-garde-

Rich-pastu-

October Annual meeting New
I'ubllc Health Association.
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Colds bring

Gathered From All Over

By FRANGÍS LYNDE
CHAPTER

mm

Tbe eld family remedy In tablet
form eeie, aura, eair to take. No
opiata
no unpleasant after effect.
Curre cold la 24 home Grip ia
dart. Money back If it fall. Oct the
genuine box wit
Red Top and Mr.
Hill' picture on it
14 Tableta for 2S.
At Any Drue; Store

Meco

son of C.
At Cuervo the
J. Mitchell killed a wolf with an axe.
Four persons were injured In a Joy
ride on a hand car near Socorro.
Clayton Masons have bought $1,000
worth of war stamps and will buy
more.
The Eastern Star at Clayton purchased $1 50 worth of war savings

losses sugar pkeyextei

BLACK

kf CUTTER'S SUCKLES PILL
aejaaasew

P

stamps.
New Mexico will furnish 127 of the
95,000 men called to training camps on
March 29.
The Center street Methodist church
In Tucunicarl was dedicated on Sunday, March 17.
Deralng will vote on April 2 on the
proposed adoption of a commission
form of government.
Anton Chico, Guadalupe county, has
voted $10,000 bonds to build a new
school house.
Las Vegans are talking about forming a company for the erection in that
city of a modern hotel.
At Alamogordo Reymundo Perez Is
In a serious condition as the result of
being stabbed near the heart by Juan
Martinez.
March 9, the second anniversary of
the Villa raid, was observed at Columbus as a memorial day by proclamation of Mayor T. H. Dabney.
Protest has arisen in Albuquerque
and Gallup to the proposal to increase
the acreage of the Navajo and Zunl
reservations by taking In a portion of
McKlnley county.
In the case of C. II. Byfield, charged
with murder, the Jury in the District
Court for Lincoln county, in session at
Carrizozo, returned a verdict of not
guilty.
Tomacita Vigil, a young woman who
had been employed as an orderly at
the Rocky Mountain hospital at Gardiner, committed suicide by swallowing nitric acid.
Through the February distribution
of automobile license money collected
by the office of the secretary of state,
$16,047.85 has been set aside for the
Improvement
of New Mexico highways.
An automobile driven by Miss Minnie
Roat struck George Catenovia of Gal
Roat struck George Catenovia of Gallup
and the boy died In St. Mary's hospital.
Injuries to the neck, head and face
were received.
Andres Gallegos, part owner of the
Rio Grande saloon at Barelas, a southern suburb of Albuquerque, was shot
in the forehead at his place of business, by a stranger, and died at an
Albuquerque hospital.
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Proof Indeed.

They had been discussing friends
and exchanging views about them,
Suddenly Jones mentioned Brown-smit"Oh, he's a fine chap!" broke out
"lie's the
Clarke enthusiastically.
most wonderful man I know 1"
Jones looked startled at the great
outburst of praise and asked In surprise :
How do you make that
"Indeed!
out?"
"Well," explained Clarke, "before he
got a motorcar he promised the usual
number of people that he would take
them out for runs. And," he continued,
In tones of awe, "he actunlly kept his
promise to everyone of them." New
York Evening Post.

KIDNEY TROUBLE CFTEN
CAUSES SERIOUS BACKACHE
When your back achei, and your, blad-

der and kidneys seem to be disordered,
go to your neareat drug atore and get a

bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-RooIt
is a physician's prescription for ailments
of the kidneyi and bladder.
It has stood the tent of years and has
a reputation for quickly and effectively,
giving results in thousands of cases. , ,
This preparation so very effective, has
been placed on sale everywhere. Get a
bottle, medium or large size, at your near'
est druggist.
However, if you wish first to teat this
preparation tend ten cents to Dr. Kilmer
Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a sample
bottle. When writing be sure and men,
tion this paper. Adv.
t.

t

,

B

Sterilize

Drinking

Glasses.

Drinking cups and glasses used In
restaurants, at soda fountains and other places must be washed five minutes
in boiling water containing a 5 per
cent solution of lye, according to regulations promulgated by the California
On March 1, New Mexico showed state bonrd of health for the enforcelarge increase in grain holdings over ment of the law governing the steriliprevious years, there being C72.000 sation of drinking utensils. The New
bushels of corn, 413,000 bushels of American Woman.
wheat, 297,000 bushels of oats, and
How's This?
bushels of barley in farms.
Wa offer $100.00 for any case of catarrh
"Offlcei.s and men from New Mexthat cannot be cured by HALL'S
ico who are serving in the national CATARRH MEDICINE.
CATARRH MEDICINE la takarmy at Camp Kearny, Linda Vista, enHALL'S
Internally and acta through the Blood
Mucous
Burtaces of the Byatem.
Cal., are proving their efficiency and on the by
tor over forty years.
Sold
patriotism, and, when the supreme test
76o.
Testimoníala free.
Price
Cheney
Toledo, Ohio.
Co.,
F.
ft
J.
comes, they give every indication of
being fit physically and mentally to
All It Was Good For.
acquit themselves in a manner that
Judge Why did you hurl this botwill be a credit to their country and
the state that claims them as her tle at the umpire?
Fan It was empty. Boston .Globe.
sons." This is the statement of Adjt.
Gen. James Baca, on his return from
Hawaii is the only place under UnitCamp Kearny, where he went with
States' control where the humble
ed
Governor W. E. Llndsey and members
cent Is not used. , ,
of the executive staff to attend a military review.
Frederio Winn succeeds O. Fred
Arthur as head of the Gila National
...
forest at Silver City. '
Marcelino Carbajal, who-- shot and
killed his- wife and seriously injured
73,-00-

drug-gist- s

,

Narciso

Montoya

at

Carrizozo,

was

taken to the .Chaves county Jail at
It was feared that the man
Carbajal claims
might be lynched.
that he came borne at night and found
Montoya, with his wife, a bridé of a
Ros-wel- l.

few months.

"

Pledging the support of the assocla-- .
tion to, the food administration for all
necessary measures to win the war.
the resolutions adopted at the closing
session of the Panhandle and South-

THE SPRING DRIVE
top"

Our boys are going "Over the
and into ''No man's land" this spring.
No one has any doubt of their ability
to get there. There will also be: a
western Stockmen's Association at spring drive on this side of the oceqn,
MonRoswell also called upon the food ad- because March is the year's "blue
day." It Is the most fatal month of tfie
ministration to make such corrections year. March and April Is a. tlm? when
as would insure the stockmen cost of resistance usually is at lowest ebb. ' It
"
production plus a reasonable profit. Is a trying season for the
man. But medical science steps in, and
L. I. Brlte of Marfa, Tex., was elected
says, "It need not be" I We should culpresident; Thos. F. Moody, Canadian, tivate a love of health, a sense of reTex., first vice president;
Norwood sponsibility for the care of our bodies.
Hall, El Paso, second vice president; Do not allow the machinery of the body
to clog. Put the stomach and liver in
secW- L. Amonett, El Paso,
Take Dr. Pierce's
retary, and John M. Wyatt, El Paso, proper condition.Discovery,
to be had at
Golden Medical
treasurer.
most drug stores In tablet or liquid
A construction quartermaster has ara vial, comform, 'tablets sixty-cent- s
posed of native herbs. This puts the
rived in Demlng, and will take charge
of the erection of improvements at stomach and liver in proper condition.
You may be plodding along, no spring,
Camp Cody to the value of approxino elasticity, no vim, but as soon as you
mately, a million dollars.
put the body Into Its normal physihave
The state school superintendent ancal condition oiled tbe machinery, as
nounced an apportionment of 70 cents It were you will find new vim, vigor
por pupil In New Mexico as the March
and vitality within you. A little "pep,"
apportionment or a total of $85,280.30
and we laugh and live. Try it now.
Send Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., 10c. for
for 121.829 pupils of school age.
trial package. A little energy will save
New Mexico College of Agriculture
Is
the day. The prime necessity of Ufeyou
and Mechanics Arts has been selected
health. With spirit and energy
Into
as one of the Institutions where mili- have the power to force yourself
tary registrants In large number are action. The Golden Medical Discovery,
ts the spring tonic which you need.
to be given Instruction and training.
"run-down-

-

.
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GERMANS TAKE

STRIKE

OJJCESY

HIKOLAYEV CITY

IGARET?

DUTCH YIELD TO AMERICAN AND
DEMANDS AND WILL
TURN OVER SHIPS.

BRITISH

a year it has become
the man's cigarette for the men who are
working over here, and

rtf

JAPAN STILL UNDECIDED
PRESIDENT WILSON

fighting over there.

The reason?

TO DEFINE

EXPECTED

8TAND ON SLAV

SITUATION IN ADDRE8S.

Because

it's made of Burley pipe
tobacco and because

Wotorn Newpjr Union Newe Service.
London, March 18. The Germani
have occupied Nlkolayev, in addition
to Odessa, according to a Reuter dispatch from Petrograd. Both OdesHa
and Nlkolayev were taken without
lighting. The fleet at Odessa had fled
to Sebastopol. The Germans immediately suppressed the Soviets in both
cltiesand seized the naval yards at
Nlkolayev. The German advance continues in the direction of Kherson.
The first train direct from Berlin arrived at Odessa Saturday.

IT'S TOASTED

The Hague. After a cabinet

His Aimless Joke.
That all misfortune Is only relative
Is Indicated by the philosophy of the
armless man who, for many years, has
been carrying "copy" from a downtown news agency to the uptown newspapers at night. An editor on his way
to his midnight luncheon hod waRhed
his hands when he discovered that the
towel wus missing.
As the armless
"copy" carrier passed he heard the editor say something more forceful than

tP

Eighty-fiv-

e

Oi Spirits
Since, And
Feel That I
,C Owe My
Health To
Peruna

...

If a mail would have a good
lnw It Is up to him to make

good.

Mr. C. N. Petersen, dealer In Une
boots, shoes and cigars, 132 8. Main
Bt, Council Bluffs,
writes:
"I
cannot tell you how much good Peruna has done me. Constant confinement in my store began to tell on my
health and I felt that I was gradually breaking down. I tried several
remedies prescribed by my physician,

but obtained no permanent rellet

until I took Peruna, I felt better Immediately and five bottles restored ma
to complete health. I have been In
the best of spirits since, and (eel that
I owe my health to it"
Our booklet, telling you how to keep
well, free to all.
The Peruna Co
Columbus, Ohio.
Those who object to liquid medU
olnes ean now procure Peruna Tab
lets.

Swift & Company
Publicity
At a recent hearing of the Federal Trade Commission there
was introduced correspondence taken from the private files of
Swift & Company, which showed that the Company had been considering for some time an educational advertising campaign.
The need for this publicity has been apparent to us for several years. The gross misrepresentation to which we have
recently been subjected has convinced us that we should no longer
delay in putting before the public the basic facts of our business,
relying on the
of the American people.
The feeling against the American packer is based largely on
g
the belief that the income and
of the producer and
consumer are adversely affected by the packers' operations,
resulting in unreasonably large profits.
Swift & Company's net profit is reasonable, and represents
an insignificant factor in the cost of living.
For the fiscal year 1917 the total sales and net profit of Swift
& Company were as follows:

In-

cluding those of nine officers one
killed in action, one in an accident
and seven slightly wounded were
contained In the casualties list Issued
Saturday by the War Department.

Congress
The
Soviets has ratified the peace
agreement with Germany by a large
majority. Tha opposition, notably the
Social Revolutionaries of the left, made
a valiant, but futile, effort to prevent
O
Guaranteed by
the acceptance of the treaty, which
was characterized by the minister of
Justice as being
and
He staled that the Social Revolutionary party repudiated the responsiy
Shock.
More Data Wanted.
bility for the acceptance of the treaty,
"At the restaurant the other night
He (after the proposal) I'm getting would resign from the government and
George asked Miss Wrlnk how she $2,000 a year.
Now, nearest, what Is devote all Us power and influence to
would like a little wild duck.
the least you think you can Uve on the organization of armed resistance
"What did she answer?"
yearly? ,
to German imperialism.
"She changed color,, and said, 'Ob,
She Well, how much credit can you
get? Boston Transcript.
this Is so sudden 1' and fainted."
Washington. First Intimations from
official sources that President Wilson
of
coal
44,000,000
More than
acres
It ta a pessimistic cuss Indeed who
might soon make a statement bearing
does not expect that the future will land In 14 states of the United States
on the Russian debacle came Saturbe as kind as the past.
are to be opened In 1918.
day when it was stated that the President in his close study of the situaThese days it is not always necesPern was the first country to add Intion has got to the point where he is
struction In aviation to Its public sary for a fellow to be an
thinking of such a course.
spy
hanging.
deserve
to
German
school curriculum.
There is no official indication of the
a.
medium the President will choose or
when be will choose It, but it is generally believed that as usual be will
direct his statement to the world
through an address to a Joint session
TCcrU In Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada of Congress.
Preraier,Terauchl and Foreign MinC 0--0 TOLA TTYK FARMING IN MAN POWKB NECESSAXY
Motono told parliament at Tokio
ister
TO WIN THK BATTLJK FOR UBEBTT
nothing had been decided upon with
The Food Controllers of the United States and Canada are asking for reference to the Siberian situation.
greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are avail- The military, situation has reached a
Upon the state of perfected preparedness.
able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest
efforts of the United States and Canada rests the burden of supply
McAdoo Issues Plea to Labor.
Every Available Tillable Acre Musi Contribute! Every Available)
Washington.
Secretary McAdoo
called on American labor not to obFarmer end Farm Hand Must Assist
if the nation's war policy of conWestern Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, bur man power ject
serving
credit results In curtailing
Is short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for more men for seedibuilding operations, but to seek some
ng; operation.
other kind of employment if necesCanada's Wheat Production Last Year was 225,000,000 Bushels; the sary, an a patriotic duty.
Demand From Canada Alone for 1318 Is 400,000,009 Bushels
NEW ARMY FACES AMERICANS.
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs
the men. The Government of the United States wants every man who can Twelve Teuton Flyers Brought Down
In Battle.
effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
States developed first of course) but it also wants to help Canada. WhenParis, March 18. Active artillery
ever we find a man we, can spare to Canada's fields after ours re supplied, fighting on the Verdun front and in
the Woevre Í3 reported in the official
we want to direct him there.
The text of the statecommunication.
where
will
you
tell you
can
Apply to our Employment Service, and we
was intermittent
ment
"There
reads:
best serve the combined interests.
activity by the artillery on the right
Western Canada's help will be required not later than April 5th. Wages bank or the MeuEe (Verdun front) and
to competent help, 250.00 a month and up, board and lodging.
in the Woevre. A German raid in the
Those who respond to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages, sector of Fllrey was repulsed, A Gergood board and find comfortable homes. They will get a rate of one cent man raid In Lorraine was repulsed,
and a large number of bombs have
mile from Canadian boundary points to destination and return.
been dropped by French aviators.
employment
may be had
For particulars as to routes and places where
Interesting possibilities aré sugapply to: U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
gested by the revelation In Saturday'8
German official statement that a new
German army group has been created
on the front in nortL-r- n France.
bombed
A British air squadron
Zweibrucken says the British official
occasional alight stimulation.
report on aviation. The report says:
Small Pill
Dow, Small
hostile machines ' were
"Twelve
and seven others were
down
brought
S& IT
driven down out of control. None of
correct
our machines is missing."
The British casualties reported for
the week ending March 16 numbered

I Have
Been In
The Best

Better Than His Press Agent.
"George Washington was a most
truthful man."
"I have always thought so. An evidence of his truthfulness is the fact
that he never gave any personal Indorsement whatever to that cherry
tree story."

coun-

names,

Restored Me To Comolete
Health
la,

elegant.
"You ought to be like me,
and then you wouldn't need any
towel," said the armless one, laughing
contentedly.
New York Times.

cil lasting Into the night, the government cabled to London a message
which, according to reliable information, probably will lead to satisfactory
conclusion of the shipping difficulty.
An Amsterdam dispatch on Saturday
said it had been learned on excellent
authority that the Dutch government,
had accepted the demand of the entente allies relating to the use of
Dutch ships in the danger zone.

Washington.

Five Bottles Peruna

fair-mindedn-

Moscow.

ess

well-bein-

of

ñ

liiltaiTii

Sales

$875,000,000. 1
Profit

.

1

This is equivalent to a $3,465. profit on a business of $87,500.
If Swift & Company had made no profit at all, the cattle raiser
would have received only
of a cent per pound more for his
cattle, or the consumer would have saved only
of a cent per
pound on dressed beef.
one-eigh-

th

one-quart- er

-

Swift & Company, U.

Win the War by Preparing the Land

S. A.

Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops

Good Subject.
Of Course.
Too Much.
"He entered the aviation corps."
"What are that couple over at yonplaywright and an actor were In
"Wanted a chance to rise quickly, I
conversation when the former, who der table scrapping about?"
"I think, sir, they're fighting over presume?"
has been none too successful of lute,
the war bread."
excluinird gloomily :
"People will praise my work ufter I
A

am dead."
Important to Mother
"Well," said the actor, In n consolExamine carefully every bottle ol
ing tone, "perhaps you are right, but CASTOIUA, that famous old remedy
don't you think It's a great deal of for infants and children, and see that It
sacrifice to make for a little praise?"
Bears the
Everybody's Magazine.
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Bmile on wash day. That's when you use Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
snow. All rocen. Adr.
Quite . Record.
The Gulf stream is more rapid than
Too True.
Ellen "Cheer up, old top, you'll get the Amazon, more Impetuous than tlio
her yet." Lee "You're always look- Mississippi, and Its volume more than
1,000 greuter.
ing on the dark side." Punther.
In New Zealand- the men outnumber'
the women by ninny thousands.

S fs.
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CARTER'S

LITTLE LIVER PILLS
íjm
Whittle
CONSTIPATION

8,662.

CólorlessorPale Faces

tiSStt

condition which will be greatly helped by

waiter SlTOnriUS

SALE DISTEMPER
HORSE
You know that when you sell or buy through the salea

you have about one chance In fifty to escape 8 A LB STABLE)
your
DISTEMPER. "SPOHN'S" Is your true protection,
only safeguard, for as sure as you treat all your horses
as a
acts
with It, you will soon be rid of the disease. It"exposed."
sure preventive, no matter how 10 they are
dozen bottles, at all
SO cents and SI a bottle; $5 and f
good druggists, horse goods houses, or delivered by the
manufacturers.
SI'OUN MEDICAL CO Manufacturers, Goshen, IuiL,
U.-J-

Cohen Found Guilty as Nolan Robber.
Denver. Philip Cohen, Fort Mori
gán fruit merchant, was convicted by
a Jury In the District Court at Brighton of having robbed Mrs. Irene Nolan,
wife of Harry T. Nolan, of f 3,40D
e
worth of diamonds at the Model
on the morning of Jan. 2, while
she was with the Rev.G. J. Burke.
road-hous-

Cyclone Destroys Australian City,
Brisbane, Australia, Most of the
houses in Innisfall have been demolished by a cyclone.
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The man with a good appetite never
wastes time speculating on the elements of war bread.

Healthful to Eat Saves the Wheat
cup flour
corn meal
1 teaspoon salt
B teaspoons Dr. Price's Cream Baking; Powder
2 tablespoons sugar
1

lis cups

1

cup cooked oatmeal or rolled

oata
2 tablespoons shortening
1 cups milk
No eggs

Sift together flour, corn meal, salt, baking powder and sugar.
Add oatmeal, melted shortening and milk. Bake in greased
shallow pan in moderate oven 40 to 45 minutes.

This wholesome bread is easily and quickly made with the aid of

Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
If used three times a week in place of white bread by the
22 million families in the Urited States, it would save more
than 900,000 barrels of flour a month.
New Red, Whiti

and Blue booklet, "Best War Time Recipes", containing many other, recipes for making delicious and wholetomt
wheat saving foods, mailed free.

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER, 1013

Sseti

There's no longer the sllshtest need ol
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as tbe pr.
crlptlon othin
double strength Is guar
anterd to remove these homely spots.
Simply get sn ounoe of othlne double
strength from your druggist, end spply
little of It night and morning and you should
soon see that even the worst freckles have
begun to dlaappear, while the lighter ones
have vanlahed entirely.
It Is seldom that
more than one ounce is needed to completely
clear the akin and gain a beautiful clear
complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength dth-In- e,
aa this la aold under guarantee of money
back if it falls to remove frecklea Adv.

How to Make Oatmeal Bread

f

As Age Advances the Liver Requires

New Hampshire was the first state
to establish a railroad commission.

FRECKLES

Independence

BoolewJ, Oicago

FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR
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WARNING

Spring Opening

Order Repair Parts Early!
Delay May Mean Serious Loss

The New Conditions and
the Position we hold-Fu- el,

If
C
l

Don't rely on eleventh hour repair service this year.
Overhaul machines and order repair parts a long time in advance of the season you expect to use the machines.
Freight and express shipments move slowly now, and because of increasing movements of troops and Government'
supplies, they are likely to move slower in the future.
Everything possible is being done by manufacturers and
the Government to assure the farmer of sample repair parts.
Nevertheless, he should take steps to avoid inevitable delays
by planning ahead. If he waits until the minute he needs
them before ordering, it may be impossible to get repair
parts to him in time.
Order repair parts now, even if you do. not expect to use
them for several months. That is the only way to be sure
and safe against the loss that you are almost certain to suffer
if you delay until the last minute
It is not only, necessary to conserve, it is very necessary
to produce more. We are offering to you the best implements for that purpose.

Food and Clothing are the
Chief necessities of Life.

-
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EVERY MERCHANT SELLING A NECESSITY, . is
Duty Bound to protect the public both as to Quality
and as to fair price.
We are the Local Distributors of "Clothes Known
the Nation Over" Several lines of them.
--

1;

,

'
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'
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These clothes have a Reputation to maintain. They
are the Greatest Possible Value at the Price.
Their Manufacturers have protected themselves, their Distributors and the Public against unnecessary price increases.

I

Hi

-
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THE "EMERSON" LINE

Trademarks, which have won the confidence of the Public,
cannot Profiteer, They MUST give Values.

jj

traza

The most satisfactory Farming Implemsnts in U.S.

Our NEW SPRING STOCKS are here, We are proud of
them. They prove that we are Value Giver3 under trying conditions. You can Come here, pay a popular price, and be sure
of getting stylish, reliable Clothes.

Get Acquainted with our famous Lines. They have
a reputation to maintain and they do it.
By concentrating great volume' on each grado the makers
exceptional values. Each Season each grade is identigive
can
fied at a Nationally Known Price.

-- I
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America's Only

Clothes.

Known-Price- d
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Thoso who were taken into the
M. E. Church by letter, were by

non

21

Mountain View

some mistake left out of the list
they are as follows; Mr. and Mrs.
301
not:
T. M. Longly, Mr. and Mrs. Corey
The weather is fine after the
Mrs. Wm Wickham and Mrs.
wind storms of last week. Wheat
Shrum.
Mrs. Thos. Holland is on the is looking up some.
sick list this week.
J. C. Robertson and wife spent
Sunday with their daughter and
The Program for the Sunday family, Mrs. John Everett.

3

Judge Smith and family, who
have been spending the winter
with relatives and friends in
Kansas returned Sunday. They
report a very pleasant visit and
were unfortunate in being oh
the road during the recent dust
storms. They say that they are
glad to get back to New Mexico
again.
The little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Daca who has been seriously
ill with pneumonia the past week

School Convention to be held at
Mr. S. H. White has moved
the M. E. Church March 31st as back to his ranch and thinks
follows;
there is no place lik New Mex- Sunday School at 10 a. in.
ico.
Song service at 11 followed by
for
Everybocly is planni-naddress of welcome by C. N.

spring crops.
Tinker.
Song by Mosquero School
There will be singing Tuesday
Frank Howell was at home
Address by C. E. Hunt
night at Mr. Tanners; some
Saturday night.
Basket dinner
special music is being prepared
Song service including special
Vernis Kneedler is giving good
for the Sunday School
songs from each school rcpre- - satisfaction on the Abbott mail
is improving.

,

sented

The little daughter of Mr. raid
Mrs. Holmes has been quite ill
but is much better at th3 writing.
The Red Cross is hopeful of
being able to procure a building
in the near future, which will be
used for supplies and general
headqnarters. Mrs. Duvall has
kindly offered the use of a sew- -

Hound Table Talk by Miss Mc
Milan and Mrs. Deitz.
Discussion "The Duty of the
Christian" by L. N. DeWeese
and C. N. Tinker
Discussion "How can we help
the Sunday School in the Dist?"
by Mrs. M. L. Woods and Mr.
Quillin.
Discussion "Training Teachers
ing richine,
for the Sunday School" Mrs. L N
Mrs. Logans is spending a few DéWeese and Mrs. Gordon,
days in Roy with her sister, Mrs.! Discussion "Using the Bible in
the Sunday School" C. E. Hunt
Lewis.
Mr. Claude Earl Wilson who and W.S. Tanner,
has been home on a furlough re- - Discussion "The Moral Standing
of a Sunday School Teacher" E.
turned to camp Monday.
I.. Fuller.
Ulliis. 11111 auu 11 aaci inviai- Influence of a
Ian3 were among the number Discussion "The
'nwifitinn
aitah I hi Ivfln fivt
1,
I

route.

1

Team pla- y- you and I and the
folks next door and the people
across the way - must do all
that needs to be done. ' Let's
'
'
help.
--

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Robertson
were in Roy Saturday on busiHe had his ear examined
ness.
and thinks his hearing will be
'
'
alright,
Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter left
New Mexico for Indiana where
they will make their future home
His sale Tuesáay was a success.

A card from our old friend,
P. H. Wilhelm, well remembered
in Roy, states that he is "Not
taking examination for County!"'-"mmiiíLO. na jii well and going to the Alexian
.
..
n v r.ííi n it ük:
deplomas Thursday and Friday
brothers Hospital in Chicago".
Hazen!
He asks about several friends
The patriotic meeting which' Business Session
here and to be remembered to
was to have been given last
;au. Ana enas.wim a very tug- Saturday evéning was postponed
Mrs. T. S. Holland
until Saturday evening 23rd.
Pre3. Program Com. igestive ''Good bye."
1.11

L
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Rucker of near Gallegos
County,
is in the Tucum-car- i
Union
'
Hospital with a couple of
bullet holes in his body inflicted
by a 3S calibre revolver in tlie
hand of one George Marsh. One
of the bullets entered the body
near the heart and the other the
abdomen in the region of the
Rucker has a good
stomach.
chanco to recover.
The shooting took place Tuesday at the John Marsh ranch
near Gallegos, where Rucker was
working. At tho time tho scrape
occurred Rucker was helping
John March fix a, fence. George
who is a son of John Marsh,
came up to where the men were
working and is said started the
fracas. He whipped out a revolver and shot several times hitting
Rucker twice. Rucker is aid to
have hurled a pair of pliers at
his assailant, which he had been
using to repair the fence. Marsh
then started to run away.
It is
said that John Marsh ran to the
house and procured a Winchester
and took a shot or two at his son
Rucker is also said to have then
taken the gun and fired at the
fleeing man. George Marsh has
been apprehended and is in Jail
at Clayton.
The trouble seems to have
started over a school teacher
and the younger Marsh. Rucker
is a member of the ' local school
board and had lately asked the
teacher to resign. '
Rucker is a married man with
six children.
A. C.

"I he Rounder" is the name of a
A man from the State Enpaper published at Tar River
pew
week
last
here
office
was
gineer's
oil Fields. Its mission
Oklahoma
work
progress,
of
to inspect the
fight
to
is
the trust of Gamblers
Bridge.
on the Red River
Bootlcgers and other vices in the
new oil fields The publisher "is
old
like
gambler who,
an
light
David and Solomon, sees the
with advancing years and is telling the inside of professional
secrets. Our friend P. A. Barnett
send;? us a copy.

Mrs. Ollio Williams, teacher in
the Mosquero Schools, was in
Roy Saturday.
She is applying
to make proof on her homestead
and plans to take an additional
later.' She lias homesteaded until she likes it,

Alldredge, Mgr. of the
Floershcim Store at Springer was
in iCoy baturctay onroulc Home
from Clayton where he had been
for a week as a witness in some
cattle stealing case. ' The case
failed to get to trial at this term
of Court.
Los

f

For Sale

--

j

Emerscn Plow
Bean Plante
One horce "Van Brunt"
Wheat Drill
Double-Dis- c

Two-Ro- w

lG-Dis-

c

4

'Monitor"

Drill.
Sylvan Floersheim came down
F. A 10 Y,
.

,

Wheat- -

Roy, N.M.

from Springer and spent Sunday
wi.h his parents and friends here
There will be a debate at the
He is a Comp. in the Times office Independence
school house Frithere.
day night March 29,' Subject:
"Resolve that the Bible teaches
Prof. Russell found a ladies there is a place of future torment
"Tarn" hat in the road recently, and punishment for the wicked"
Ho is keeping it for the owner.
Affirmative, D. R. Carpenter
Negative, Mrs. Robert Farley
We wish to announce that a The, Sur. day School, at the same
Sunday School was organized at place will have an Easter service
the New Independence School on March 31st at 2;30 P. M.
D. R. Carpenter.
House Sunday March 10th. The
officers .and Teachers are Mr.
The farmes's meeting at Roy
Walters, Superintendent, Mrs. Saturday
resulted in learning that
John McDaniel Secretary and it would be impossible to get
any
Treasurer, Miss Ruby Everett, considerable
amount of the new
assistant Secretary, Mr. Witte, spring wheat seed in time to
do
Chorister, Mrs. Laco5 ta, organist any good
this spring. Many
Mr. George Powell, Bible
lass farmers are disappointed
but it
Taylor Browning and George Teacher, Mrs. Hawkins, teacher can't be helped.
Peoples Class. Mrs.
Miller were down from Dawson for. Young
Sunday to visit and get ovr be- - John McDaniel teachers for Jun-- !
H. C. Abbott of Springer, was
ing homesick. Taylor is helping iors! Mrs. Witts teachers of the in Roy Saturday
on a big, cattle
install a new Electric plant and 'Willing Workers Claw. Sunday deal and other business.
He was
Common
has erood orosDects for a better Schoo w
promptly in too much of a hurry to talk
job.
at 2.30 P.M. each Sunday.
much.
4
.

